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I. 
 
 
 

Item Version Page Date 

Added Disturbance field to CH 1 Header 
Card 

2007d 29 Aug 
31,2007 

Added explanation and enhanced 
diagram describing UI and menu 
selection for creating a NoTally-Site Tree 

2010a 55 March 17, 
2010 

Modified image to reflect UI menu 
change in Site Tree Flag Menu 

2010a 54 March 17, 
2010 

Updated discussion of how to do “No 
Tally out of plot trees” in question 
section. 

2010a 107 March 17, 
2010 

 
 
Notes: 
 
2010a CMI version release 
 
Important note about CMI/NFI  Version 2010a 
The data structure changed with the release of the 2010a CMI/NFI version.  Data created in 
previous versions is not compatible.  You may want to backup your previous raw handheld 
CMI/NFI data (*.CMI) as well as save the TIMVEG CMI executable version so that you can still 
run the data if needed.  The easiest way to do this is to store all the files in the TIMVEG folder 
you are using (which contain the raw data and all Exe and support files.) 
 
The TIMVEG VRI version is compatible with the previous version. 
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II. 
 
 
 

Scope of Software System 
 
This data collection software system consists of two main parts –  
 
1) a handheld data collection program that collects all the numerical and textual data that 
comprises the Timber Emphasis portion of the provincial inventory.  It also provides edit 
checking/validation functionality. 
 
2) a PC program that transfers the data between the handheld and pc, creates a backup file, 
and creates a translated file for the Ministry of Forests inventory database program.  In addition 
the PC program has a validation function that can be used as a final check for edits before final 
submission to the Ministry of Forests and Range. 
 
The system is designed to collect data representing the following data cards.  This manual 
covers the cards listed in the upper part of the table below: 
 

Cards covered in this manual 
Header Card Header CH, 1 
Compass Card Header CP, 2 
Cluster Layout Header CL, 3 
Tree Details Plot TD, 8 
Tree Loss Indicators Plot TL, 9 
Small Tree, Stump and 
Site Tree Data 

Plot TS, 10 

Auxiliary Plot Card Plot TA, 11 
Coarse Woody Debris Transects EW, 6,7 
Succession Interpretations Plot EO, 16 

Cards covered in VRI-NFI (CMI) Range  
and Ecology Handheld Manual 

Range Sampling Plot RS, (4,5) 
Ecological Description Plot EP, (12) 
Ecological Description Plot ED, (13) 
Tree and Shrub Layers Plot ET, (14) 
Herb and Moss Layers Plot EH, (15) 
Succession Interpretations Plot EO, (16) 
NVAF User Guide Description of NVAF data entry methods 

 
 
The handheld program is designed to run on the Husky FS series handhelds, but will also run 
on the Hewlett-Packard Palmtop. 
 
This NFI handheld software is almost identical to the TIMVEG VRI handheld system, with the 
main differences residing in the Plot Menu, which contains sectors instead of Aux Plots.  The 
other main difference is found in the edit checks for site trees.  If you can run the VRI program 
you will have no problem adapting to the NFI version. 
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How to use this Manual/User Guide 
 
Probably the most effective way to use this manual if you are a first time user is to review or 
copy two diagrams – 1) the menu diagram (page 14) and  the Handheld diagram (pages 10 or 
13) and have these pages at your side for quick reference.   If you are in a hurry you may want 
to skip Chapter II and III – ”Overview of Program and Features” and “Using the Handheld for the 
first time”.  Instead, you can proceed with your diagrams in hand and take a “test cruise” of the 
software by referring  to Chapter IV – “Program Operation – Starting a New Cruise Sample” on 
page 28.  However, I strongly suggest if you are interested in speeding up your data collection 
that you review Chapters II and III after the “test cruise” of Chapter IV.  
 
 
Updated:  March 17, 2010
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III. 
 
 
 

A. Installing the PC and Handheld software - Overview:   
 The latest versions of the NFI (CMI) and VRI TIMVEG data collection and PC software can 

be found on the web as a .ZIP file on the TIMVEG support web site.  
 

Please note:  It is best to contact D.R. systems to ensure that you will be 
downloading the more recent version available, especially if you are using the 
system for the first time.  At this time support at D.R. systems might be able to 
supply some tips that may be of value. 

 
Note: Both the PC program(s) and the handheld programs(s) need to be 
placed in a folder (or directory) named TIMVEG.   

 
Installation Procedure 
 
Note: The handheld and PC program are included in the one ZIPFILE. These directions are for 
the Husky handheld. If you want to install or update the HP Palmtop please contact D.R. 
systems inc.  

1. Create a directory on your PC named TIMVEG (C:\TIMVEG)  
2. Download WINZIP ZIPFILE to your PC  
3. Unzip the ZIPFILE using PK or WINZIP into the TIMVEG directory.  
4. Connect your serial cable to the handheld and PC (for handheld install)  
5. Start a DOS session on the PC  
6. At the DOS prompt go to the TIMVEG directory (for example: type CD TIMVEG, then 

[ENTER])  
 

A. Handheld Install/Update - Next Steps: 
You can either install (from scratch) or update the handheld program. 
 

C. To install the Handheld TIMVEG program on the Husky for the first time: 
7. In the TIMVEG directory on the PC, type Install, Then press [ENTER].  
8. Note: On the handheld create a directory named TIMVEG  
9. On the Handheld go into TIMVEG directory and start Husky communications when in the 

TIMVEG directory by typing HCOM.  
10. On the PC follow the directions to finish installation.  

 
B. Update the FS/3 Handheld program (and protect your quick key configuration) 
7. Start up the PC program by typing: VRIPC (or CMIPC if CMI program)  
8. Select Transfer - Husky - Upload Program. (If you have an HP contact D.R. systems for 

updates and support).  
9. On the Handheld go into TIMVEG directory and start Husky communications when in the 

TIMVEG directory by typing HCOM  
10. Follow directions on PC to finish updating process 
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C. Starting the PC Program  

 start the TIMVEG VRI PC program by typing TIMVEGPC or VRIPC 

 start the TIMVEG NFI PC program by typing CMIPC 
 

Note:  Both the VRI and NFI programs can exist in the TIMVEG directory at the 
same time. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
D. Starting the Handheld Program 

 start the TIMVEG VRI program by typing VRI 

 start the TIMVEG NFI program by typing CMI 
 
The version numbers are found: 
 The the menu system:  DATA ENTRY - CONFIG – ABOUT in the handheld program. 
 On the upper right-hand corner of the Main Screen in the PC program. 
 
 
Note:  Both the VRI and NFI programs can exist in the TIMVEG directory at the same time on 
the handheld. 
 
 
Note:  updating your handheld or PC version to a newer version will not affect your data! 
 
 
 
 
Husky version 
The only handheld version supported directly off the web is for the Husky FS/2 and FS/3.   
 
HP Palmtop 100/200 version 
If you need an update to an HP version please call or email D.R. systems directly for 
instructions or to make arrangements to get the installation/update.  If you already have the VRI 
or NFI program installed on the HP you can easily update the HP program yourself once we 
send you the update/install file. 
 

Note:  If you are adept at Windows you can create an icon on your windows desktop 
that will automatically open a DOS window and run the program. 
 
Creating icons will help in keeping the two PC programs (VRI and NFI/CMI) separate in 
the situation where you have loaded both in the TIMVEG directory and plan to use both.  
It would be easy in a DOS window to start up the wrong program inadvertently because 
of their similar looks.  However, the NFI program has a blue background while the VRI 
has a green background. 
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Updating handhelds 
The best method for upgrading your handheld software to a new version is to use the upgrade 
menu selection from within the TRANSFER menu in the PC program (after upgrading the PC 
program).  Follow the instructions on the PC screen after selecting upgrade. 
 
 
  For more information on how to update your handheld go to page  103. 
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V. 
 
 
 

A. Handheld diagrams 
1. Husky FS2/3 
Husky FS3 Key Description 

Key Active Area Description 

[F1] 
HELP & 
CALCULATE 

Active 
throughout 
program 

Activates three types of help when [F1] is pressed. 
1) A “quick key” keymap will pop up when the cursor is in 

a data field having quick keys. 
2) A valid code help/description table appears when 

cursor is in a field having validation codes.  The [F1] 
help key has to be pressed twice to activate these code 
tables. 

3) A calculation tool appears in some fields requiring a 
numeric value.   

[F2]  JUMP Tree level Cursor Jump Key – Shift combined with another key jumps 
the cursor to a particular field in the screen. 

[F3] TOOL  *Tree Level 
*Cruise Headers 
*Stump & Small 
tree plot headers 

The specific tools that are available depend on which part 
of the program [F3] is pressed. 

* Procedures -  Butt Rot Guide, Small Tree Plot 
*Delete and Undelete a tree 
*OUT/IN Tree Toggle (similar to Delete) 
*Slope calculator 
*Configuration (System menu) 
*First, Last, Next 5, Previous 5 (trees) 

[F4] 
NOTE 

Active in 
headers, plot, 
and Tree level 

When brings up a notepad specific to the screen the cursor 
resides in. 

[ESC] 
GOTO MENU 

Tree level When on any screen in the Tree Level the [ESC]ape key 
brings up a GOTO data group menu.  To move to a desired 
data group screen press the desired number shown in the 
menu.  Or use the arrow keys and [ENTER] 

[1] TREE Tree level Tree – basic tree data (Species, diam, length) 

[2] GRADES Tree level Log Grades/ Loss Indicators/ Damage Agents combo 
screen.  Cursor placed in Log 1 field 

[3] DMG Tree level Damage Agents / Loss Indicators, Grades combo screen.  
Cursor placed in Damage Agent field 

[4] LOSS Tree level Loss Indicators/ Grades/ Damage Agents combo screen.  
Cursor placed in Loss Indicator field 

[5] WL Tree level Wildlife and Broken Top Screen.  Cursor placed in WL field 

[6] BRKN TOP Tree level Broken Top and Wildlife Screen.  Cursor placed in Broken 
top field 

[7] STMAP Tree level Stem Map screen 

[8] SITE TREE Tree level Site Tree Growth Measurements 

Jump Cursor 
Keys 
(Husky) 

 Cursor Jump  press the [F2] key first, then the labeled key, 
jump cursor into field.  A keymap menu appears on the 
screen as a guide 
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Key Active Area Description 

E Tree Screen SPP 

F Tree Screen DBH 

G Tree Screen REM BRK% 

H Tree Screen LEN 

I Tree Screen CROWN CLASS 

J Tree Screen CROWN HEIGHT 

   

K Log Screen Log1 

L Log Screen Log 2 

M Log Screen Log 3 

N Log Screen Log 4 

O Log Screen Log 5 

P Log Screen Log 6 

Q Grade Screen LOG 7 

R Grade Screen LOG 8 

[DEL] Tree level On Husky - In select fields the Delete key is a toggle for 
minus plus (-) (+) 
On Husky - In select fields (Bark%, %Sound, Wildlife Use) 
the DEL key creates a dash or minus symbol. 

[DEL]  Small Tree Plot Toggles the tally counter to decrement a tally 

[ENTER] Small Tree Plot Toggles the tally counted to increment tally 

   

Pg Dn 
Pg Up 

Cruise Headers Scrolls between header pages and notes 

Pg Dn 
Pg Up 

Tree level – IPC 
and Aux plots 

Scrolls between data screens: Tree, Wildlife, Broken top, 
Damage Agents, Loss Indicators, Grades. 

Pg Dn 
Pg Up 

Stump plot 
Small tree plot 

Moves between 

ESC All levels Leave level and move up one level. 
When in the Tree level a GOTO menu appears.  A second 
press of [ESC] moves up one level. 
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The diagram below shows the layout for hotkeys for the Husky FS2/3 
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2. HP Palmtop 
 
The following diagram shows a layout for hotkeys for the HP Palmtop 
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VI. 
 
 
 

E. Navigation 
 
1. Menu system 
 
 
Menu diagram - The menu system is broken down into straightforward logical groups and is 
shown on the following page. 
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EO  
6 pages 
 

EO (16) 
ECO DESCRIPTION (EP) 
ECO DESCRIPTION (ED) 
TREE & SHRUB (14) 
HERB & MOSS (15) 

EP  
9 pages 

 
 

Tree & Shrub  
4 pages 
 

ED  
6 pages 

 
 

Herb & Moss  
3 pages 

 
 

RANGE  (4,5) 
Location Header 
Transect 1 
Transect 2 

 
 

Small tree header 
Species Setup 
Tally data 

             QUICK KEY  [ESC]  
1 TREE DATA                    6 BROKEN TOP 
2 LOG GRADES                7 STEM MAP 
3 DAMAGE AGENTS        8 SITE TREE 
4 LOSS INDICATORS         
5 WILDLIFE                 
  

  
  
   
  

Stump plot header & detail 

EDIT SITE TREE DATA  
CREATE THIS AS TLSOXV 
REMOVE THIS AS TLSOXV 
SITE TREE TOOLS: 
TOP HT TREE SUGGESTION 
PLOT LEADING SP 
 

OLD CRUISE 
NEW CRUISE 
DELETE 
CONFIG 

QUICK KEYS 
LOOKUPS 
EDIT CHECKS 
DEFAULTS 
JUMP ORDER 
CANNED NOTES 
HELP OPTIONS 
EDIT 
PROCEDURES 
HARDWARE 

QUICK KEY HELP 

Menu Map 

DATA ENTRY 
TRANSFER 
PRINT 
QUIT 

Plot Header 
 
Sector 1(NE)     Sector 2(NE) 
Sector 3(SE)     Sector 4(SE) 
Sector 5 (SW)   Sector 6(SW) 
Sector 7(NW)    Sector 8(NW) 

 
 

 

CWD Header 
Transect 1 
Transect 2 

Plot 8,9,10 
Stump Plot 
Small Tree Plot 
CWD Transects 
 

 

CH Header 
CP (compass) Header 
CL (cluster layout) Header 
ECOLOGY CARDS 
RANGE SAMPLING 

 

[ESC] 

6 pages 
Notepad 
Access Notepad 

 
4  pages 
Notepad 

1 Page 
Notepad 
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B. Navigation at the plot level 
 
1. Hot keys and Menus 
The Husky FS3 screen is configured to run in 8 line by 40 column mode.  This size of screen 
means the field cards will be displayed over several screens.  Both a menu system and  a “hot 
key” allow  access to the different data groups.   
 
 
2. Field Entry Order 
 
Cursor jumping within a screen 
Normally the cursor travels from field to field, from left to right.  However, two of the screens in 
the program, The Tree and Stem Map Screens have a user-defined cursor field entry order, also 
called a cursor jump order.  This allows data to be taken in a sequence that reflects the order 
preferred by the field crew. 
 
Cursor jumping between screens 
In order to move between screens a “hot key GOTO” menu is available.  When on the plot level 
this hot key is the [ESC]ape key.  Upon pressing the [ESC] key a menu appears that can be 
operated in two ways: 
 

1) Use arrow keys to highlight desired selection, then press [ENTER] 
2) Press the appropriate number key 

 
 
3. Repeat fields 
It has been determined that the Vegetation Inventory data collection application should not 
include a feature that repeats a data field when creating a new record in the Tree detail screens.  
This is to ensure that data is not accidentally entered incorrectly through automation. 
 
 
 

C. Handheld Edits 
 
An edit checking (validation) function is included in the handheld program.  Edit checking occurs 
in several areas within the program.  As a final check – the PC program also has a batch edit 
checking function which can be run before final submission of the electronic CMI file to the 
Ministry of Forests and Range. 
 
 
An edit checking process begins upon exiting (ESCaping) from the following areas of the 
program: 

 Any sector 

 Small Tree Tally Plot 

 Stump Plot 

 CH Header 

 CL Header 

 CP Header 
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Please note that it is possible to accidentally bypass edit checks in any of the 3 headers in the 
handheld.  When  the plots in the plot cluster are finished, it is advised to enter and preview or 
edit each of the project headers to avoid omission of a final edit check in any of these headers. 
 
 
The edit checking function – How it works: 
 
Upon exiting one of the above mentioned data areas a validation message appears: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Upon selecting Yes, the edit check sequence for that data area begins.  When an error is found 
an error message is displayed.  Three actions can be taken with this message: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Edit – Go to the data entry area for editing. 

 Skip – Skip this edit and proceed to the next edit 

 Abort – Skip all edit checking (bypass all edits in this data area) 
 
 
The numbers preceding these commands are quick keys that immediately activate the choice.  

Or, another way to select your choice is using the [ ] or [ ] arrow keys to highlight selection, then 
press [ENTER]. 
 
If Edit is selected, the program attempts to find the best field or record that relates to the error 
allows you to edit that specific item.  In some cases, you may find yourself in the full data entry 
mode again where you may have to navigate to the correct fields to make changes.  If this 
occurs exiting the data area will initiate the Validate Question again. 
 

 VALI DATE THE DATA? 

 

  YES          NO 

 

Pr ess Yes/ No t o sel ect  
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SPECI ES CODES  ( ent er =PI CK,  ESC=CANCEL)  

A   ASPEN,  COTTONWOOD OR POPLAR 

AC  POPLAR 

ACB BALSAM POPLAR 

ACT BLACK COTTONWOOD 

AT  TREMBLI NG ASPEN 

AX  HYBRI D POPLARS 

Sear ch f or > 

 

  

 

 

                          

   

 

Active Keys: 
 
Page UP 
Page DN 
 

Scroll [ ] ] ] 
 
[ENTER] selects the code, exits 
help and places code in the field in 
data entry screen 
 
[ESC] exits help and returns to data 
entry screen 

Find a code & description? 
 
Search either the code or the description. 
 
Move the cursor to the desired column  (code 
or description) with arrow keys, then type the 
search characters. 
 
The list automatically moves to the the line 
containing matches to the search string. 

 

D. Help 
 
Help features include: 
 

1. Pick Lists of code/descriptions for appropriate fields.  
When the cursor is in a field that requires a code pressing [F1]  pops a list of valid codes with 
descriptions.  There are two help pick list styles: vertical and horizontal.  A vertical list box  has 
the following features:  scroll, [PGUP], [PGDN], Find (a code or a description).  When the desired 
selection is highlighted pressing [ENTER] places the value in the field.  Note: To escape a help 
pick list press [F1] again.  (Pressing [ESC]ape pops the GOTO Menu.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vertical Pick List Help Box 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In some cases, pressing [F1] a quick key help screen appears.  Pressing [F1] 
a second time will access the help code list for that field.  Pressing [F1] a 
third time closes Help 
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Horizontal Pick List Help 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. General description for a screen, data group or a process. 
In some screens pressing [F1] will bring up a description of a process, such as directions on 
how to transfer data from the handheld. 

 
3. Quick Key description screen 

[F1] on the Husky or  on the HP Palmtop will access a keymap of the labeled “quick” or 
“hotkeys” for the field the cursor resides in.   The quick key help can also  be set by the user to 
appear automatically when the cursor enters the field.   Once the quick keys are memorized 
they can be set to not appear.  They can be brought up manually when the need arises by 
pressing [F1] at any time. 

 
 
 
 

)  

           

            WI LDLI FE 

         CROWN CONDI TI ON 

CODE - > 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 

Some/ al l  f oi l ge l os t ,  posbl e t wi g l oss ,  

al l  br anchs usual y pr esent ,  maybe br okn T 

 ENTER/ # = sel ec t      F1 = cl ose 

  

 

 

                          

   

 
Code Description area - 
A 2 line description of the 
code highlighted above 

1Press [F1] when 

cursor is in field to 
pop help window 

2Highlight desired code 

Use [ ][ ] arrow to move 
highlight 

3Read code description 

4Select code press [ENTER] 

or 
leave Help with [F1] 

Valid Codes 
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E. Tools, Calculators, and Helpful Features 
 
1. Forester Tools and calculation aides– the HELP/TOOL key 
 
The following software tools or aids are available.  These tools are accessed in different ways:  
  
1) Pressing [F1] on “calculator sensitive” fields.   When the tools key is pressed either a menu 

will appear or a specific function will be activated that relates to the field the cursor resides in. 
2) In the Site Tree TOOLS menu.  
3) Pressing [F3] TOOLS key. 
 
 

Tool or Calculator Where found Description 

Remaining bark% 
Calculator 

Tree Screen 
When cursor is in 
REM BARK% 
[F1] HELP 

Calculator for bark % based on 
DBH and measured missing bark. 

Enter missing bark lengths.  
Gives REM% and places it in 
REM field.  Or, can enter REM% 
manually.  

Horizontal distance 
calculator 

Stem Map Screen 
[F1] HELP 

Based on slope% and slope 
distance horizontal distance is 
calculated and stored.  IN/OUT is 
also determined. 

Net Factor 
(Deduction) 
Calculator 

Log Grade Screen 
cursor  in %sound 
[F1] HELP 

% sound calculation for single or 
multiple deductions.   

Butt Rot Guide table Deduction Calculator 
A menu selection 
Tree, Wildlife, Brokn 
Top, Stem Map 
Screens 
[F3] Tools–Procedure 

Reference table showing len 
deduction and grade change 
based on diam size 

Slope distance 
calculator 

Cruise Headers 
Stump & Small Tree 
Header 
Tree Level 
[F3] TOOLS 

A slope distance is calculated 
when horizontal distance and 
slope % are entered. 

Height Calculator: 
Tree Len 
Crown ht. 
 Loss Indicator 
position height 

Tree and Loss 
Indicator Screen 
cursor in length, crown 
height, Loss Indicator 
(TO FROM) 
[F1] Help 

Both tree length and crown height 
geometric measurements can be 
entered at the same time.  The 
results are automatically entered 
into their respective fields. 
When the cursor is in the Loss 
Indicator screen, the calculator is 
available 

Basal Area Calculator 
& 
Quadrant Suggested 
Sample Trees 
 

Growth Menu 
-Site Tree Tools 

A list is presented ranking the 
Species by BA% and Total BA 
The list also suggests specific tree 
numbers within the quadrant (2 
sectors)  that might qualify to be 
Leading, Secondary, or O. 
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Tool or Calculator Where found Description 

Top height tree 
suggestion 

Growth Menu 
-Site Tree Tools 

A top height tree is suggested 
For the largest Live Standing 
Diameter in the plot.  The Tree 
number and sector are identified. 

Numberpad mapping Main Menu 
-Config 
-Quick Keys 
and –Help Options 

Map codes to number pad for 
species codes; Dead/Live-
Standing/Fallen; 
Estimated/Measured; Grades, 
Damage codes, Loss indicators, 
Crown Class, Broken top,  Small 
Tree species tally. 

For more detailed descriptions of these tools go to “Site Tree Tools” – page 57  or “Forester Data 
collection Aides – Calculators and tools – page 61. 
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CLUSTER CARD 

NOTES 
  

 

 
  
  
  
  
  
BYE   CAN1  CAN2      CAN 3         

CAN3 

  
  

 Esc        F1         F2                           F3           F4 

 
Other Features 
 
2. Notepads  

Notes for plots and header cards are accessed from a NOTES hotkey, [F4] on the Husky and a 
NOTES key on the HP.  A separate notepad is available for each plot in the plot cluster. In 
addition notepads called up for each of the  header cards.  Notepads allow an unlimited 
amount of notes (as allowed by computer memory).  However, the notepad is a relatively 
simple data entry tool – it does not word wrap between lines. 

 
Example of a notepad and 
Function Keys for Husky FS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Autoinsert pre-defined notes: 
Typing notes on the keyboard of a handheld can be a lesson in patience.  An auto insertion  
(canned notes) feature assists by giving the ability to insert predefined phrases or lines into the 
notepad.  The user prewrites lines of notes using a utility that is accessed in the main menu 
under CONFIG.  Or, it can be found in CONFIG in the GOTO menu when on the plot.   One 
line of characters can be inserted at a time into the notepad. 
 

 
 

Notepad Header  
Lets you know which notepad you are in. 

CLUSTER CARD NOTES 


 

 

 

 

 

BYE   CAN1  CAN2           CAN3 

=PI CK,  ESC=CANCEL)  

 

 

  

 

 

                          

   

 

 Esc        F1         F2                           F3           F4 

Highlight (black) line is editing line 

[ ] [ ] = move down or up a line Canned Notes: CAN1, CAN2, CAN3 
Bring up one of 3 predefined note lists 
by pressing [F1] [F2] or [F3] 
 
Insert lines of notes from these lists 
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6  FIRST 

7  PREV 5 
8  NEXT 5 
9  LAST 
 

 
3. Quick or “hot keys” 

 
Jumping between screens – The [ESC] GOTO key 

Hot  Keys are active when the user is in the Tree Level of the program, specifically when in the 
tree level in any plot sector.  Switching between data groups is accomplished  by using the 
[ESC]ape key to access a menu system.  When the menu system appears you can either 
press the desired number, or you can cursor the menu bar to the desired item and press 
[ENTER].  Another method of switching between data group screens is to use the [PGUP] 
[PGDN] keys 
 
 
Direct field jumping. -  The [F2] JUMP key 
Another hotkey feature that is incorporated is direct field jumping.  This involves mapping other 
keys on the keyboard that when pressed (in conjunction with a shift key) moves the cursor 
directly into the labeled field.  This feature is active in the tree and log grade screens.  For a 
diagram of handheld key labels go to page 10. 
 
Quick keys for data entry in a field 
For some fields, such as Live/Dead or Standing/Fallen the user can assign a code to one of 
the number keys (mapping to the number pad).  The user then has the option of typing in the 
alpha letter or typing in a number.  Utilizing the number pad can greatly speed up data entry.  
The number pad can be mapped by the user in the Main Menu - Config menu area, or via the 
Config menu in the GOTO Menu (accessed from the Tree Level with [ESC]). 

 
 
4. Cursor Jump Order 

In most programs, such as a spreadsheet, the cursor moves field by field, from left to right.  
Often however, this is not the most advantageous order to collect data.  That is why we have 
incorporated the [F2] jump key that allows you to manually move the cursor to a field directly.  
In addition, you can also program the cursor to jump in a sequence that accommodates your 
field needs.  This feature is called the Cursor Jump Order.  You can program the cursor to 
jump in your desired sequence for two screens: 1) the tree screen (which has species, dbh, 
and length), and 2) the Stem map screen (which includes bearing, slope and distance).   For 
more information on the cursor jump order go to page 79 

 
 
5. Navigation Hot Key 

 
When you are in the Tree or Stem Map screen,  the [F3] TOOL key allows fast 
navigation between trees.  This may be useful if there are more than 10 trees 
in the plot.   
 
The TOOL menu gives the following choices: 
 

1 TREE NUMBER 6 FIRST 

2 SLOPE CALC 7 PREVIOUS 5 

3 TOGGLE IN/OUT 8 NEXT 5 

4 PROCEDURES 9 LAST 

5 CONFIG 0 DELETE TOGGLE 

 
The numbers to the left  side of each column are “Quick” keys. 
The first, previous, and last refer to trees on the screen. 
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Select your choice by either pressing the Quick Key or move the highlight with [ ] [ ] and press 
[ENTER]. 
 
 
 
6. Delete a tree 
 
A tree can be marked for deletion.  When in the Tree Screen press the [F3] TOOLS key.  A 
menu selection appears: 
 
 

1 TREE NUMBER 6 FIRST 

2 FIND TREE NUM 7 PREVIOUS 5 

3 SLOPE CALC 8 NEXT 5 

4 PROCEDURES 9 LAST 

5 CONFIG 0 DELETE TOGGLE 

 
 
Selecting Delete places the letters DEL in the tree number of the Tree Screen.  The tree is not 
actually deleted; instead it is marked for deletion for your record keeping purposes.  The tree 
appears on the handheld field printout, but will not be passed on to the CMI database. 
 
7. Find a tree tag number 
 
A tree tag can be searched and found within a sector only.  The FIND TREE NUM menu 
selection is available in the Tree Screen.  Press [F3] TOOLS key (see diagram above).   Select 
FIND TREE NUM and type in the desired tag number.  After the last digit is entered you are 
returned directly to that tree in the Tree Screen.     
 
 
8. Procedures – “How to description for: 
 
 
Butt Rot Guide 
 
The above information is available on the plot by pressing the TOOLS key [F3] 
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In Quick Keys assign your preferred codes for several items to a number 
or an alpha key.  This feature allows you to enter alpha codes using one 
keypress on the number pad, eliminating the time consuming “hunt and 
pecking”  on the alpha keyboard.  One nice advantage of this feature is 
that codes can be assigned to accommodate left and right handed users. 
 

 

VII. 
 
 
Using the handheld for the first time 
 
 
 
The TIMVEG CMI handheld program has several “tools” and “tricks” that are available that can 
assist you to speed up data entry.  Some of these tools may be help boxes that automatically 
“pop” when a cursor enters a field or item.  At first these might be helpful but after you use the 
system for awhile you might find the pop help boxes irritating.  You can control when help boxes 
appear on an item by item basis and program your own keyboard – assigning codes to keys.  
 
Turning on Quick Key Help and Assigning codes to keys 
 
From the CMI menu select CONFIG 
 

 

QUICK KEYS 
LOOKUPS 
EDIT CHECKS 
DEFAULTS 
JUMP ORDER 

CANNED NOTES 
HELP OPTIONS 
EDIT PROCEDURES 
HARDWARE 
ABOUT 

 

A. KEYMAPPING   
Select QUICK KEYS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

QUICK KEYS 

SPECIES         0…9 L/D AND S/F 

GRADES         0…9 MEASURE/EST 

DMG AGENT   0…9 CROWN CLASS 

LOSS IND.      0…9 BRKN TOP DI/HT 

SMALL TREE SP na 

ESC = BACK 

 
In most cases you can you do not have to use the “Quick Keys”.  Codes can still be entered 
manually using the alpha keys. 
 
 
Navigating the Keymap menu 

 
Use arrow keys 
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To select a menu item, highlight, then [ENTER]. 
 
In most cases you will be assigning valid codes to the 10 numbers on the number pad.  If you 
select an invalid code a code help screen appears.  Highlight the code desired and press 
[ENTER] to select it. 
 
In some cases you will be assigning a number to a code.  In these cases, such as Live/Standing 
and Measure/Estimate we have set default values that we think efficient.  However, you can 
change these to your liking. 
 
A code does not have to be selected for a key. Create a blank by using the [SP]ace key. 
Creating Quick Keys is only helpful if you remember the code/key assignments.  The next 
section explains how to get help boxes to appear automatically during data entry: 
 
 
 

B. Quick Key Help  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the Main menu select CONFIG, then HELP OPTIONS 

 

QUICK KEYS CANNED NOTES 

LOOKUPS HELP OPTIONS 

EDIT CHECKS EDIT PROCEDURES 

DEFAULTS HARDWARE 

JUMP ORDER ABOUT 

 
 

Help is available for every item having a “quick key”.   When entering data this 
help is accessed in two main ways – 

1) when the cursor is in the item a “quick key” help box appears 
automatically 

2) when the cursor is in the item no box appears, but can be called up by 
pressing the [F1] HELP key 

 
You can set a toggle to automatically pop up quick key help for most items. 
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         QUI CK KEY HELP  

Aut omat i cal l y show f i el d hel p f or  

Spec i es: NO         Damage Agent    : NO 

Gr ades : NO         Measur e/ Est     : YES 

Cr own  :  NO        Wi l dl i f e Codes : NO 

Li ve/ St andi ng : NO  Wi l dl i f e Use   : YES 

Loss I ndi cat or : NO  Br oken Top     : NO                          

  

 

 

                          

   

 

1Use arrow keys to 

highlight desired item, 
press [ENTER] 

NO 
YES 

2Use up or down 

arrow to highlight, 
then [ENTER] 

OR 
Press [Y] or [N] 

Suggestion:  You may want to run the program first with the defaults set as you received this 
program.  Then decide which items you would like to change later. 

A selection menu appears for several items where a pop help quick key window can be toggled 
off or on.  When the cursor appears in the field marked with a YES a quick key window will 
appear. 
 
 
The next step is to decide whether you want the Help codes to appear automatically.  For each 
item a Yes/No toggle box appears.   
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From the Main Menu select New CMI Plot 
Enter the Project Number, Plot Number, Cruise, Intent, Measure #,  and Date. 
Select Yes to Save.  “No” -  returns to Main Menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first Menu is called the Cruise Menu. 
The Cruise Header information is in the right-hand column, the Plot Level on the left column. 
 

PLOT 8,9,10  CH 1 (HEADER) 

STUMP PLOT CP 2 (COMPASS) 

SMALL TREE PLOT CL 3 (CLUSTER) 

CWD TRANSECTS  

EO (CT 16)  

 
Highlight the desired selection, then [ENTER]. 
 

A. Cruise Headers (CH, CP, CL) Card Types 1,2,3 
 
Cruise Header Navigation: 
 
All the cruise header card screens (CH, CP, CL) consist of multiple pages.  To move between 
the pages use the [PGUP] and [PGDN] keys.  Note the PGUP or PGDN symbol in the upper 
right-hand corner of each page. 
 
The last pages of each header series contain the header notepads.  These can be used to enter 
the same type of notes as you currently enter on paper, except you can‟t do sketches and 
diagrams.   
 
Notepads: Press [F4] 
 

Notepads can be entered by using the [PGUP] and [PGDN] keys when in the Cruise Header 
Area.  Or, the NOTES key [F4] can be pressed when in any Header Page. 

Note: if you select an OLD CMI PLOT an information screen appears 
showing the number of trees that exist in each SECTOR of the plot.  In 
addition, counts are shown for Lines of NOTES that have been done 
as well as  the number of trees for small and stump plots are 
displayed.  This same summary screen appears upon exiting the plot 
cluster. 
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CH Header Pages Card Type 1 
 
There are 4  Header pages that cycle using the [PGUP] or [PGDN] key.  There are an 
additional two Pages that provide access to 2 notepads: Header Card Notes and Access 
Notes.  
 
Disturbance field 
A sample disturbance 2 character field in CH Header, Page 1 has a Help pick list available for 
valid codes (use [F1]).  You can scroll the picklist  and when the desired code is highlighted, 
press [ENTER] to insert code.   Or, you can type the code manually. 
 
In addition, on Page 4 –Ground Photos – A notepad is available for each Photo type via the 
NOTE menu selection at the bottom of the screen.   
 
The 4rth Page of the CH Header allows an unlimited number of ground photos that can be 
listed.  If you need to add more than the three that are shown simply highlight the ADD menu 
selection and press [ENTER]. 
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Entering data for Ground Photos differs somewhat compared to the other header pages (see 
the diagram below): 
 
 
 

CH Page 4 ( Ground Photos)  
 

CH GROUND PHOTOS  ( num phot os   1)  PG 

  TYPE               DONE 

PLOT PI N              Y 

RANDOM AZI MUTH        N 

REPRESENTATI VE        N 

 

 

ADD   Y/ N   Not e   Del  

Add a new 
Ground Photo 

Yes/No 
toggle 

Enter comment/notes 
for the ground photo 
type 

Delete Ground 
Photo line 

1 Select Photo type record to work on by highlighting,  

use -  [] [] keys 
 

2Select the function to perform on the Photo record using the  

   keys to highlight the menu selection (at the bottom of the screen) 
and [ENTER] to perform selection. 
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 If you press [F4] on any of the pages the Access notepad appears.   
 

 
 

 
 
CP Header Pages Card Type 2 
There are 3 Header pages.  In addition, the Compass Card notepad can be accessed by 
pressing [F4] NOTES on any page. 
 
CL Header Pages Card Type 3 
There is only 1 Header page.  Access the Cluster Card Notepad by pressing [F4] NOTES on 
any page. 
 
 
In any of the Header Pages the TOOLS key [F3] is active.  The tools available in this area are: 

 Slope Calc 

 CONFIG 
 
Edit checks 
 
Escaping any of the Header Areas initiates a Validation Yes/No Question.  For more 
information on edit checking go to page 16. 

Note: Page 3 of the CH Header pages contains the Plot 
Cluster Record.  The plot cluster record contains a Yes/No 
checklist to confirm the plots taken for submission to the VRI 
database.  Be sure to check Y/N.  Yes = the plot is in the 
polygon – regardless of whether there are no trees.  No = 
outside of polygon. 
The plot cluster record can also be accessed in the Plot 
selection menu.   
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B. Plot Header and Sectors  
 
From the cruise menu, select PLOT 8,9,10 (represents card type numbers).  The following PLOT 
SECTOR MENU menu consists of two items:  1)  the Plot Header, containing tree start number, 
plot size, Date, and tree count by sector and, 2) individual sectors. 
 
 
 

PLOT HEADER  

Sector 1 (Q NE) Sector 2 (Q NE) 

Sector 3 (Q SE Sector 4 (Q SE) 

Sector 5 (Q SW) Sector 6 (Q SW) 

Sector 7 (Q NW) Sector 8 (Q NW) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is no restriction from entering the Tree Level before entering Plot header data.  However, 
the Starting TREE TAG Number is in the Plot Header.  Enter your first tag number here to begin 
the correct tag number sequencing when starting Trees in the first sector. 
 
 
 
An example of the Plot 
Header is shown to the 
right. 
 
 
On the top row you can type in the start tag number, change the radius, and enter the Measure 
date (the Month can be selected from a list).   
 
The bottom half of the box displays a tree count by sector. 
 

Note: The Plot header (Plot Size, Tree # and Measure Date) should be entered and 
values input before the Tree Level is accessed.   

Note:  the tree tag number and tag number sequence can be changed 
once you have started entering trees in a sector.  To can do this by 
pressing TOOLS [F3] when on the tree screen in the sector.  You are 
not allowed to change a tag number to one that has already been used 
in the plot..  For information on changing a tree number in the tree 
screen go to page 74. 
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Tree editing box 
 
Scroll trees up and down 
through box 

Codes for site trees  
Top, 2nd, Other,  
in 5.64 radius, etc 

 
 
 

C. Detailed plot data  entry description 
 
1. Tree Screen 
 
 
The first screen that appears after selecting the Plot Level in the menu system is the TREE 
screen.   
 
 
Note: The following screen 
description and functions will apply 
to most screens on the plot level 
 
 
Screen description 
The inverse video line on most 
screens on the plot contains the 
name of the screen and which 
record or tree number is being 
worked on.  In this example, 
there are 5 trees total on the 
plot with tree #3 being edited.  
Note that tree #3 appears 
between the two horizontal 
lines in the middle of the screen.  One line is a descriptor line 
having short notation above each data entry field. 
 
Note the leftmost column, next to the tree number, is used to denote if the tree has age/growth 
sample measurement data.  In this example tree 3 is a top height (T) site tree. 
 
Cursor movement 
The cursor will travel from left to right in the editing box.  When the cursor reaches the last field it 
jumps to the first field and continues to circle the box unless the cursor has been set to jump in a 
different sequence. 
 
In some fields a “Quick Key” help box appears.  The Quick Key box denotes a valid code and a 
key, usually a numeric, that inserts the code into the field.  
 
Cursor jump order 
The cursor can be programmed by the user to jump in any sequence within the tree screen 
through the CONFIGURATION that can be accessed using the 1) CONFIG selection in the 
GOTO Menu  or the 2) CONFIG  selection  in the main menu. 
 
Cursor jump keys 
The cursor can also be placed within a specific field manually through the use of the JUMP key 

pressing the key that has the field appropriate key label.  The GOTO key for the Husky is the [ ] 
(Shift)  key, located at the bottom of the number pad. The keyboard you are using may or may 
not have labels above designated keys.  If it doesn‟t you can press HELP [F1] to get a keymap 
description.   
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“Quick Key” HELP 
When the cursor enters some fields 
a “quick key” help box appears.  
Press the quick key  (usually a 
number) to enter the desired code. 
 
Press [ESC] to make the help box 
disappear.  It will reappear the next 
time the cursor enters the field, 
unless you turn it off in the 
configuration menu.   
 
Once the quick codes are 
memorized you can toggle the 
“quick key” help boxes off  in the 
configuration menu found off the 
main menu or by pressing [F3] when 
in the tree screen. 
 
“Pick List” HELP   
When the cursor is in the Species 
field pressing [F1] a 2nd time pops a 
valid species code pick list.  To 
toggle the pick list off press [F1]. 

“Calculator” fields 
Items marked with a “f” signify a calculator 
tool is available.  When the cursor is in the 
field Press [F1] to “pop” the calculator. 

“Quick Key”   Pop-up Help Boxes 

  
          

Active Keys – Refer to the keypad description on page 10. 
The following keys are active on most of the plot screens. 
 
Key Action 
 
[ESC] Escape to previous level   
[F1]  Help Quick Keys, Help Pick Lists  and 
CALCulator 
[F2] JUMP key – jump cursor to field directly 
[F3] Tools (Slope Calc, Configure, Change 
Tree#, Procedures,  Find, First, Last, Delete 
Tree) 
[F4]  Notepad 

[ ] shift  Jump Cursor Key (HP) 
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PLOT NOTES 
CH NOTES 
CH ACCESS 
CP NOTES 
CL NOTES 

Calculation tools are available 
for the denoted “f” marked items:   

 
 Bark % 
 Tree Height (Len) 
 Crown Height 

Place the cursor in the field and 
press the HELP [F1] key to get 
calculation tool. 

   T001 FDC L S 322, 2 M  98 49. 2 M  D 32 

    002 FDC L S 252. 2 M  - -  10. 0 M  D 30 

        TREE DATA                  CROWN 

    TR# SPC DLSF DBH  E BK% LEN  E CC HT 

TR  003 FDC L S 255. 5 M  - -  46. 1 M  D 35 

                  f       f    f          f  

    004 CW  D S 144. 0 E  00 01. 8 E  -  - -  

    005 CW  L S 155. 5 M  98 47. 8 M  D 28                        

  

 

 

                          

   

 

 
 
 
 
 
“Quick Key” Help boxes 
When the cursor enters some fields a “quick key” box or window appears.  The purpose of the 
quick key boxes is to allow for quick entry of a code into the field.  These codes are usually 
“mapped” or assigned to one of the number keys, but you can assign them to different keys 
yourself if you desire. 
 
Turning the “Quick Key” boxes on and off. 
If the “quick key” boxes interfere with the data entry process, or once the quick key codes have 
been memorized, the quick key boxes can be turned on and off in two ways: 
Pressing [F1] when the box is present.  This only turns the box off until the cursor enters the field 
again.  Pressing [ESC] when the box is present takes you to the GOTO menu. 
Switch the “quick key” toggle in the configuration area within the Main Menu or through the 
CONFIG area in the GOTO Menu 
 
Help Pick Lists 
When the cursor is in the Species field [F1] is a help toggle.  Pressing [F1] the first time brings up 
the quick key help; Pressing [F1] a 2nd time brings up the valid species code pick list.  Pick lists 
are available for other items in the tree level, such as damage agents and loss indicators.  You 
can select an entry from the pick list that is automatically inserted or you can escape the pick list 
without selection via the [ESC] or [F1] key. 
 
 
Plot notepads 
 
A notepad is available in most screens in the plot.  
The notepad is brought up 
by pressing [F4] on the 
Husky .   When on the plot, 
pressing the [NOTES] key 
brings up the following 
notepads menu –  
 
Note: you can access the Project Header notes from any 
plot.  
 
 
Calculator Tools 
 
Some of the fields have calculation tools available.  These 
fields are denoted by a small “f” just below the item. 
 
When the cursor is in the field pressing the CALC [F1] 
HELP key  pops the calculator window.  Enter the 
measurement data and a calculation is done for you.  When you exit the calculator with 
[ESC]ape the calculated value is placed in the field automatically.  There are calculators for 
items on other screens such as the net factor (% sound calculator) for doing log deductions.  
 
For explanation of how specific calculators work see page 61. 
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Quick Navigation between multiple trees 
 
When in the Tree Screen (and Stem Map Screen) the [TOOLS] navigation key [F3] is available.  
The following menu allows you to go quickly 
between trees on a plot.  The numbers on 
the left are the Quick Keys.  The PREV5, 
NEXT5, and LAST refer to the trees on the 
plot.   You can also FIND a tree via its TAG 
number (selection #3) 
 
 
To move between selections us the up and down arrow key to highlight choice, 
then [ENTER] to move between trees.  Or, press the quick key. 
 
 
Cursor Jump Order – cursor movement is user definable 
 
The cursor normally moves from left to right in the Tree Screen.  However, in the Tree Screen 
and the Stem Map screens the cursor can be programmed to jump in a sequence that fits the 
data flow in the field.   Access the Cursor Jump Order menu in CONFIG – JUMP ORDER.  A 
detailed description of how to program the cursor jump order can be found on page 79. 
 
Quick Cursor Jumping within Tree Screen – jump cursor manually between items 
The cursor can be moved manually between SP, dbh, rem bark%, Len, cc, and crht via the [F2] 
jump key.  when in the tree screen press [F2] then the key on the alpha keyboard associated 
with the item you want to jump to.  Note: pressing [F2] pops a help window showing the 
keyboard labels. 
 
Deleting a tree – [F3] Tools – Delete Toggle 
 

A tree can be deleted from the Tree Screen via the [F3] TOOLS key.  The tree is 
not actually deleted.  The measurements and tree number remain.  A DEL 
appears in place of the tree number.  The tree appears on the plot printout, but 
will not be transferred to the Ministry of Forests and Range Inventory database. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Residual Trees 
 
When trees are created they are 
automatically numbered.  In addition, 
they are given a default Reserve tree 
value of dash "-" meaning they are 
“normal” trees.  You can change this 
value to an “R” to signify the tree is a 
veteran or “Residual”. 
 

Note: Tree Numbers are assigned sequentially 
by the computer to accommodate tag number 
sequences.  The tree number can be changed to 
assist with missing tag sequences.   
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To create a Residual Tree 

In the Tree Screen move the cursor from the 

Species code to the Residual column using the [ ] key. 

Type the letter R to overwrite the dash 

To change a R to a dash 

Move the cursor into the Residual Column 

Press the [DEL] or the [-] key to overwrite the R 

Residual Indicator Column 

 Dash – is normal 

 R is residual 

 
creating a Residual Tree 
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Set tree location in TOOLS. 
#1 TOOL selection will toggle IN/OUT 
5.64 
 and sets a repeat for IN/OUT 

Trees with “i” are inside 5.64 

Trees with “blank” next to number are 
outside of 5.64 

 
Marking a Tree as  “In the 5.64 Plot” 
For convenience in finding the right Top Height and other Site Trees, each tree in a sector can 
be flagged as „I” (IN) or outside of the 5.64 radius (blank).  Also, if a tree is marked as “I” IN, then 
when it is turned into a site tree the location of the tree in the sector (less then or greater than 
5.64 radius) toggle is automatically set. 
 
 
The flagging of tress with the “i” (IN the 
5.64 or OUT of the 5.64 (blank) is 
optional.  There are no edit checks.  The 
tool is only as an aide in assisting in 
finding qualified Top Height trees. 
 
 
Setting a  Repeat for groups of 
trees. 
 
When adding new trees in the sector 
with down arrow a repeat can be set for 
marking a group of trees as “i” IN.  
When a group of out trees is going to 
be entered the first out of 5.64 tree can 
be flagged as (blank) or out (via the 
TOOLS - #1.  From that tree on, each 
new tree added will have a blank appear to the 
right of the tree number to be interpreted as “out 
of the 5.64 radius”.  When a group of “in” trees is 
encountered the first tree can be flagged as “i” 
(IN) via the TOOLS - #1 selection.  This sets the 
“i” as a repeat. 
 
Toggling individual trees as in or out of the 5.64. 

1) Place tree in the data entry line. 
2) Select TOOLS - #1 
3) The toggle for “i” is set to the opposite selection. 
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Other Features that can be accessed from the Tree Screen: 
 
 
 
Available via [F3] TOOLS key: 
 

 IN 5.64m PLOT – set repeat for IN or OUT of 5.64 m plot.  A blank next to tree number = out. 
an “i” next to tree number = within 5.64 metre plot radius. 

 TREE NUMBER – change tree number to begin new number incrementing sequence 

 FIND TREE NUMBER – type in the tree tag number and the computer will immediately go to 
that tree.  You can only find tree tags for the sector you are in. 

 SLOPE CALCULATOR – also available in most areas of the program – see page 74 

 PROCEDURES – 1) Butt Rot Guide (deduction table). 

 CONFIG – setting quick keys &  Help toggles 

 Go TO: Previous 5 trees, Next 5 trees, Last Tree 

 DELETE Tree Toggle 
 
 
NET FACTOR CALCULATOR – in LOGS Window 
There is also a Net Factor calculator that is accessed when the cursor is in the %S field in the 
Logs Window.  For information on the Net Factor Calculator go to page 64. 
 
 
Moving to a different Screen on the plot 
 
There are two methods to move between the different Screens on the plot. 
Menu Method – Press [ESC] when in the tree data to activate the GOTO menu.  
Cycle Method – Press [PGDN] or [PGUP]to cycle between screens.   
 
 
 
 
The following menu appears when the [ESC]ape key is pressed 
(Note the information that will be displayed is for the tree that was framed in the edit box in the 
tree screen.) 
 
   “GO TO” Menu 

1 TREE DATA 6 BROKENTOP 
2 LOG GRADES 7 STEM MAP 
3 DAMAGE AGENTS 8 SITE TREE 
4 LOSS INDICATORS  
5 WILDLIFE  

 
 
You can move directly to the desired screen by either pressing the appropriate number key or 
using the arrow keys to highlight, then pressing [ENTER]. 
 
Note the SITE screen is somewhat unique. The SITE selection accesses the Age Growth data 
for sample trees and has another menu.  For more information on SITE TREE screens see page 
53 
 
The screens are presented on the following page 
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Navigating in a Plot  - Use the GOTO Menu or [PGDN] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I 001 FDI   1   1   2   3   0  - -  

I OO2  CW  7   7   7   8   0  FB 

( TD)       WI LDLI FE CODES     WL  BRK TOP 

TR#   SP APR CRN BRK WUD LCH USE TDI  PHT 

I OO3 FDI   1   1   1   1   1  - -   130     

 

I 004 FDI   1   1   2   1   0  - -  

I 005 FDI   1   1   1   1   0  - -  

 

   

 

Brokntop 
Site Tree 
Stem map 
 

Tree 
Log Grade 
Loss Indicators 
Damg Agnts 
Wildlife 

GOTO MENU 
EDIT THIS TREE GROWTH 
CREATE THIS AS TLSOXV 
REMOVE THIS AS  TLSOXV  
BA CALCULATOR &  
SITE TREE SUGGESTIONS 
SUGGEST TOP HT TREE 
 

 3 FD  LS  54. 0 33. 0m CC: D10 BT:  /  

DMG CODE  A:    -    B:    -    C:    -    

          D:    -    E:    -    F:    -    

LG  G LN %S   LI   CDE   FROM + TO  FRQ      

 1  M 07 63    1   SCE  +00. 0 + 5. 0  2 

 2  H 07 86    2   FSK  +04. 5 + 8. 0  1 

 3  I  16 - -     3 

 4  U 99 - -     4 

 

   T001 FDC L S 322, 2 M  98 49. 2 M  D 32 

    002 FDC L S 252. 2 M  - -  10. 0 M  D 30 

        TREE DATA                  CROWN 

    TR# SPC DLSF DBH  E BK% LEN  E CC HT 

TR  003 FDC L S 255. 5 M  - -  46. 1 M  D 35 

                         f    f  

    004 CW  D S 144. 0 E  00 01. 8 E  -  - -  

    005 CW  L S 155. 5 M  98 47. 8 M  D 28                        

  

 

 

                          

   

 

SI TE TREE:  TOP, LEAD, RAND 

                      S BRK BOR MSR OFCB 

TR# SPP CC BDI AM  LEN H THK HT  CDE HT. A 

  1 AB  D    1. 2 32. 1 S  10 1. 3       22 

     Bar k Thi ckness ( mm)   

GROWTH( mm)  - PRORATE- -  DI R TOT PHY S BORE 

5y 10y 20y LENcm OCNT AGE AGE AGE A HT. A 

06 12 044  036. 4       

                          

  

 

 

                          

   

 

001 FDC LS  100. 8M 235   0  15. 50 15. 50MAP           02/ 04 

002 FDC LS  128. 8M 255  10  10. 10 09. 85 

                        STEM MAP 

TR# SPP LS   DBH   AZM SLP% SDI ST HDI ST 

OO3 CW  LS  155. 5M  23  - 16 10. 00  9. 87 

 

OO4 CW  LS  108. 1M 100   0  11. 10 11. 10 

005 CW  LS   45. 0M  44  10  15. 00 14. 93 
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To jump cursor 
between data areas 
press [ESC] and use 
GOTO menu 

Damage Codes 
– maximum of 8 

Tree measurements 
Are viewable only 

Loss Indicators and 
Grades - to enter or 
view more scroll down 

 3 FD  LS  54. 0 33. 0m CC: D10 BT:  /  

DMG CODE  A:    -    B:    -    C:    -    

          D:    -    E:    -    F:    -    

LG  G LN %S  30m   CDE   FROM + TO  FRQ      

 1  M 07 63        SCE  +00. 0 + 5. 0  2 

 2  H 07 86        FSK  +04. 5 + 8. 0  1 

 3  I  16 - -       

 4  U 99 - -       

 

Total log length shown 
here.  Compare to tree 
length in tree 
measurements line 

2. Log Grades, Damage Agents, and Loss Indicators Screen 
 
 
The tree screen displays multiple trees.  In order to enter or edit log grades, loss indicators, or damage 
codes you will need to “be on” the tree desired for editing, then press [ESC]ape to activate the GOTO 
menu.  Select the appropriate menu number to get to the Grade screen.   
 
Screen description:  Note the same screen appears  when Grades, Loss, or Damage is selected.  The 
only difference being where the cursor appears within the display. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Log grades, Loss Indicators and Damage Codes for one tree are viewed and edited on one screen.  In 
addition critical tree measurements such as diam, length and crown height are also viewable; but not 
editable at the top of the screen.  The configuration of this screen only allows one tree to be worked on 
at a time.  If a different tree needs to be selected you can go back to the tree screen and scroll to the 
desired tree. 
 
 
Cursor Movement  
 
The cursor only moves between fields in just one data group: Grades, Loss Indicators, or Damage 
Codes.  To move the cursor between data groups press [ESC]ape and then select the desired group 
item from the menu.  For example, to go from Grades to Loss Indicators press [ESC]ape, then select 
Loss Indicators.  The cursor will start in the first loss indicator field. 
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Neat trick 

You can quickly move between the 3 data areas on this screen by pressing the [PGDN]  or 
[PGUP] key several times.  This technique actually flips through all the Tree Level screens. 

 

 
 
 
Damage Codes  
There are a maximum of 8 damage codes allowed.   
 

 
 
Loss Indicators 
 
 – negative values 
Create a negative value in the From and To measurement columns by using the [DEL] key (for the 
Husky).  The [DEL] key is a +- toggle. 
 
  -  Height calculator 
 The height calculator is available when the cursor is in the Loss Indicator  From and To fields, by 
pressing [F1] 
For more information on the height calculator go to page 62. 
 
There is a maximum of 12 loss indicator lines. Scroll down to see more than 4. 
 
 
Log Grades – dashes in % sound 
 
In the % sound field dashes “--“ can be entered (for 100% sound) by using the [DEL]ete key (for the 
Husky).   There is an  12  log maximum.  
 

Total log height indicator 
As you type in the length of each log the total is accumulated for easy reference.  The total height of 
all the logs is shown at the top of the right-most column in the log grades window – next to the 
m(meters) indicator. Note that the total tree length appears along with the other basic tree 
dimensions in the top line.  

 
Log Net Factor Calculator [F1] 
When in the Logs Data Area you can access a net factor (deduction calculator) when the cursor is in 
the %S (% sound) field by pressing [F1].  For a detailed description of its use go to the “Net Factor 
Calculator” in the Forester Data Collection Aides section on page 64. 

 
Log Cursor Jump [F2] 
When in the Logs Data Area you can move the cursor between logs 1-9 using the [F2] JUMP key.  
Press [F2] then the letter that corresponds to the log number desired. 

Tip:  If you have no damage codes to enter an alpha “O” must be entered.  This 
can be done quickly if an O code is assigned to a Quick Key.  Another code that 
might be helpful to assign to a quick key is the UKN code (unknown). 
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Total number of logs is 12.  Scroll down to see more than 4. 
 
 
Available help and tools 
 
 
 
Help 
Damage Codes and Loss Indicator Codes.  When the cursor is in the Damage Codes or Loss Indicator 
Codes pressing the [F1] HELP button once  brings up a  quick key help window.   Pressing [F1] a 
second time brings up a Code table pick list. 
 
Height Calculator 
When the cursor is in the From or To fields press [F1] to bring up a height calculator tool. 
 
Log Net Factor Calculator & 
Butt Rot Guide Table  [F1] 
When in the Logs Data Area you can access a net factor (deduction calculator) when the cursor is in 
the %S (% sound) field by pressing [F1]. For a detailed description of its use go to the “Net Factor 
Calculator” section on page 64. 
 
 
Leave this screen by [ESC] – GOTO Menu or, [PGDN] [PGUP] 
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I 001 FDI   1   1   2   3   0  - -  

I OO2  CW  7   7   7   8   0  FB 

          WI LDLI FE           WL  BRK TOP 

TR#   SP APR CRN BRK WUD LCH USE TDI  PHT 

I OO3 FDI   1   1   1   1   1  - -   130     

 

I 004 FDI   1   1   2   1   0  - -  

I 005 FDI   1   1   1   1   0  - -  

 

   

 

3. Wildlife and Broken Top Screen  
 
 
 
 
 
The tree screen displays multiple trees.  In order to enter or edit wildlife codes or broken top 
information press [ESC]ape to activate the GOTO menu.  Select the appropriate menu number to get 
to the wildlife/broken top screen.  The difference between selecting wildlife or broken top in the GOTO 
menu is where the cursor starts in the screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cursor movement 
 
[ENTER] moves circles the cursor within the data group line.  To move to next or previous trees use 

the [ ] [ ] arrow keys.   The cursor does not move between the wildlife and broken top data groups.  
To move the cursor between these groups use the GOTO menu by pressing [ESC]. 
 
 
Help –wildlife codes 
 
When the cursor is in any of the wildlife codes fields the [F1] HELP key activates the appropriate help 
code list for the field.  When the help box pops up the valid codes are arranged in a horizontal row.   At 
the bottom of the help box is a two line code description.  To move between the different codes use 

the [ [ [ ] keys.  Once the desired code is highlighted [ENTER] inserts the code.  You can also 
simply type the number to insert the appropriate number code. 
 
Creating a dash for the WLU (Wildlife Use Field). 
When the cursor enters the WLU a dash “-“ character can be created simply by pressing the [DEL] 
key.  Or, the [F1] key allows you to select Nothing, which also enters a dash. 
 
 
Help –broken top codes 
 
When the cursor enters the broken top area  a quick key help menu is activated (if toggled on) 
 

BROKEN TOP 
Key  Measure –using 
8         NOT BROKEN 
5  D   DIAMETER 
2  H   HEIGHT 
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Select the  appropriate entry: - Not Broken, Diameter method, or Height method.  If diameter or height 
are selected the code is automatically entered in the DI field.  Then enter the HT value to complete the 
broken top process. 
 
When the cursor is in the First Broken Top field you can also create a dash (for not broken) by 
pressing the [DEL] key. 
 
Leave this screen by [ESC] – GOTO Menu or, [PGDN] [PGUP] 
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View & edit tree species 
and DBH while entering 
stem map data 

Horizontal distance calculator 
When the cursor moves through  the 
measurement fields  the horizontal 
distance is calculated based on slope% 
and slope distance.  

001 FDC LS  100. 8M 235   0  15. 50 15. 50MAP           02/ 04 

002 FDC LS  128. 8M 255  10  10. 10 09. 85 

                        STEM MAP 

TR# SPP LS   DBH   AZM SLP% SDI ST HDI ST 

OO3 CW  LS  155. 5M  23  - 16 10. 00  9. 87 

 

OO4 CW  LS  108. 1M 100   0  11. 10 11. 10 

005 CW  LS   45. 0M  44  10  15. 00 14. 93 

 

                              

 

 

    

                         

                          

   

 

 
 
4. Stem Map Screen     
 
The stem map screen displays the tree number, species, and Dbh while entering stem map data.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cursor movement 
 
[ENTER] circles the cursor on one line in the stem map measurements.  Move to previous and next 

trees using the [ ] and [ ] arrows.   The species, Live/Dead, and DBH can be entered and edited in 
this screen.  Entries made here automatically modify the same fields in the Tree Screen. 
 
Horizontal Distance Calculator 
 
A horizontal distance calculation is automatically made when the cursor passes through  the 
measurement fields, providing values for slope% and slope distance have been entered. 
 
Negative values – for slope % can be entered on the Husky using the [DEL] key.   Press the [DEL] key 
either when entering the field or after entering the slope % value.  Either method should create a 
minus sign before the value.  You can also use the [SHIFT] + [K] key on the Husky to create the minus 
sign.  The HP has a minus sign that can be used to create a minus value. 
 
Quick Navigation between multiple trees on the plot 
 
Press [TOOLS] Navigate key [F3] for the following menu: 
 
Highlight your choice and press [ENTER], or press the Quick key denoted in the left column. 
 
To move between trees quickly the menu offers the 
following choices 2) FIND TREE NUM (in the sector),  
7)PREV 5,  8)NEXT 5,  9)LAST. 
 
Leave this screen by [ESC] – GOTO Menu or, [PGDN] 
[PGUP] 
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Cursor Jump Order 
 
The Stem map screen, like the Tree Screen has a user-definable cursor jump order.  For more 
information on programming your own cursor jump order go to page 79 
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PLOT HEADER 

 

 

            [ PGUP]  [ PGDN]  

 

TALLY SETUP 

 

            [ PGUP]  [ PGDN]  

 

 

TALLY SCREEN 

 

            [ PGUP]  [ PGDN]  

 

PLOT NOTES 

 

            [ PGUP]  [ PGDN]  

5. Small Live Tree Plot 
 
 
Access the Small Tree Tally from the Cruise Header Level of the Menu System. 
 
There are 3 screens used in the Small Live Tree Plot: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The first screen is the Small Tree Plot Header screen where you complete the Plot Radius and Split 
Plot information. 
 
 
Press [PGDN] to  access the Tally Setup 
Screen 
 
 
 
Type in the species codes for the species 
codes being used on this survey.  Each 
code is “attached” to a designated alpha key on the keyboard.  You only need to enter the species 
needed for this survey.  The other species codes can be left blank.  The species codes entered in this 
setup screen become the default codes for the next CMI plot. 
 
 
 
 
When finished with the Setup Screen Press [PGDN] to access the tally screen (see next page). 
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Small Tree Tally   The screen shown with the Alpha Keys is designed to work with the Husky keyboard 
layout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data entry controls and cursor movement 
 
Change size category by pressing the following number keys on the keypad: 

 [8] = 31cm to 1.3m 
 [5] = 1.3m to <4cm dbh 

  
Note the inverse video (white box with black numbers) containing the size category description moves 
up and down. 
 
2 methods to move to species: 
1) Quick Key method = press the alpha key on the keyboard to move black cursor box to species 

desired.   
2) Use up and down arrow keys to move black cursor box. 
 
Tally process 
Press [ENTER] Yes to increment 
Press [Del No] to decrement 
 
 
Help 
 
HELP  Press [F1] -  a help screen appears with an explanation of how to run the tally. 
TOOLS Press [F3] to access procedural information on splitting a small tree plot. 
 
 

3 Tally 

[ENTER] to increment 
[DEL] to decrement 
 

1 Move 

between size 
categories with 
the 8 or 5 
number keys 

2 Move white cursor box 

 to a species by either: 
1) pressing the alpha key on the 
keyboard 
2) use arrow keys 
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Notepad 
 
When either in the small tree tally header or tally screen press NOTES key [F4] to access the notepad.  
Note that this notepad is a shared notepad for all Plot (tree level) notes. 
 
 
To leave screen – [ESC]ape takes you to Cruise Menu 
 
Edit Checks 
 
The edit checking validation Yes/No Question appears upon leaving the Small Trees Tally.  For more 
information on edit checking go to page 16.
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              STUMP PLOT  

                                  PG 

     PLOT RADI US     PLOT     PLOT 

                     SI ZE     TYPE 

       2. 50M         FULL     NORM 

 

 St umps >=4cm @ DI B and Lengt h <= 1. 3m 

  

 

 

                          

   

 

             STUMP PLOT            PG 

                     %  WLD- CDS WLD RR 

SPP FRQ DI Bcm  LEN  SND BRK WUD USE SPP 

FDC  2  055    0. 9  50   -    -   - -   XCS 

CW   1  029    0. 2  75   -    -   - -   - - -  

 

                          

   

 

Items with a small 
triangle denote 
selection boxes 

1 Enter plot radius or 

[ENTER] 

2 After filling out 

header press 
[PGDN] or [PGUP] 

3 Scroll down to enter additional data. 

 
[PGDN] or [PGUP] to go back to header 
 

4 Press [ESC]ape when done. 

 
6. Stump Plot 
 
 
 
Screen description 
The stump plot header screen appears before the stump detail screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Plot header 
contains two items: plot 
size and plot type:  The   
small triangles signify a 
“pop selection box” -  it 
appears as the cursor 
enters the field. 
Plot Size selections include 
Full, Half, ¼ 
 
Plot Type selections include 
Normal, Boundary, Split. 
 
When done editing the stump plot header press [PGUP] or [PGDN] to 
enter the stump plot detail. 
 
Cursor movement 
The cursor enters the species 
code and moves from left to right.   

 Use the down arrow [ ]   to 
scroll down. 
 
Help & Quick Keys 
Valid species,  
Wildlife, and Root Rot 
codes can be 
accessed when the 
cursor is in the item by 
pressing HELP [F1].   
 
In the Tree species  [F1] pops the 
“quick key” box.  Pressing [F1] a 
second time brings up the entire 
valid species code help pick list.  
For more information on help pick 
lists see page 18.  Pressing [F1] a 3rd time puts you back to the main stump plot screen.  
 
In the Widlife fields, [F1] pops a field specific horizontal help code list.  Scroll left or right to highlight 
desired code,  read the code definition in the bottom two lines of the help window.  [ENTER] selects 
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the highlighted code.  [F1] “unpops” the help box.  For more information on horizontal pick list help see 
page 19. 
 
Notepad 
 
When you are in either the Stump plot header or detail screen the Plot Notepad is accessed by: 
 

Pressing NOTES key [F4]. 
 
 
To leave the Stump Plot press [ESC] – takes you to  Cruise Menu 
 
Edit Checks 
 
The edit checking validation Yes/No Question appears upon leaving the Stump Plot area.  For more 
information on edit checking go to page 16 . 
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7. Creating Site (Growth) Trees 
 
 
 
A Site or Growth Measurement tree can be created on any tree, providing it exists in the tree screen.   
 
 
 
 
Outside of plot  Site Trees  
 
Outside of .01HA  fixed plot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Procedure for entering OUT OF PLOT Site Trees 
 
An outside of plot site tree requires that the basic Species and diameter 
fields are filled in on the Tree Screen.  This procedure differs from the 
MoF procedure using field cards. 
 
In other words - for site trees that are “outside” of the .01 HA  plot the tree 
must be created in the Tree Screen and made into a Xtra via the “X- Extra 
menu in the GOTO – SITE TREE –CREATE TLSOXV  menu selection. 
 
(Note: there is no need to create a 99 series tree number as in the BC VRI 
system.) 
 

Creating a Site Tree – next page 
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To enter growth measurement data on a tree and make it a site tree,  

1 Place the cursor on the desired tree record in the tree screen.  

2 Press the GOTO Menu key  - [ESC]ape.   

3 Select “8” or SITE TREE. 

 
  “GO TO” Menu 

1 TREE DATA 6 BROKENTOP 

2 LOG GRADES 7 STEM MAP 

3 DAMAGE AGENTS 8 SITE TREE 

4 LOSS INDICATORS  

5 WILDLIFE  

 
The Site Tree menu window appears next to the basic tree measurement information.  This helps to 
confirmation that you have selected the right tree before continuing.   
 

4 To “denote” a tree as having growth measurements, move the highlight to “Create this as TLSOXV 

(Top height, Leading, Second  Species Site Tree, Other Major Species, Veteran- Residual), NoTally– 
(outside of plot),  and press [ENTER]. 
 

5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A selection window appears.  

 Highlight your selection using the [ ] 

and [ ] arrow keys and press [ENTER] 
 
 
 
A Growth 
measurement screen 
appears with some 
data pre-filled from the 
Tree Screen. 
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The Site Tree Measurements Screen 
 
The Site Tree measurement information screen is shown below.  The same tree can be flagged as 
different sample types, as shown in the diagram ( Secondary - (S) and Other: in plot - (O) codes 
appear on the top line).  Other sample type flags can be added from the previous menu. 
 
When the screen is first entered use the Tree Location menu to select the representative Site Tree 
Location. The first 3 selections assist with edit checks and validation: 

1. “missing” 
2. <= 5.64m 
3. <=11.28m 
4. No Tally 

 
The  fourth.  “No Tally” Trees menu selection is important. 
The “No Tally” selection  designates an out of plot site tree and is required when a site tree is within 
the 5.64m radius plot and is 4cm and greater or within the 11.28m radius plot and is 9cm and greater.  
A tree tag is required. Occasionally a site tree may be the largest in a quadrant or the 5.64m radius 
plot and will NOT meet these limits (IE the largest tree in the 5.64m radius plot is 3.9cm dbh or the 
largest tree in a quadrant is 8.2cm, but is 6m from the plot center). When this occurs only certain 
information needs to be collected and TIMVEG needs a flag to show that a tree is not tallied as part of 
the tree plot, but is indeed still a site tree, and only site tree information is required.  Although this tree 
will not show up in the large tree plot, it should still be tagged in the field to aid in future re-
measurements.  A discussion of Out of Plot trees can be found in the Questions section, page 107, in 
this user guide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Long prompt line – as 
cursor moves through 
items this line displays a 
long definition.  Note the 
moving triangle 

Site tree code line - shows tree 
marked as Leading, Top, Second, 
Randm, Othr  Major Species, NoTally 

1 [Enter] moves the 

cursor around the screen 

2 When done press 

[ESC]ape 

Tree location indicator  – 
This is  required toggle for 
denoting Outside Site 
Trees and optional  
selections assist with edit 
checks and validation.  
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Removing a Site tree code 
 
Any and all codes can be removed from the Site Tree Measurements screen. 
Remove Site Tree codes in SITE TREE selection of the GOTO menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: The removal of the site tree code does not delete the data that exists in the site tree 
screen – it just removes the site tree “flag” code from the tree.   If the code removed or 
deleted is the only code for that tree, any site tree data in the site tree screen is ignored – 
the site tree data exists, but the tree becomes a normal tree (not a site tree). The data isn‟t 
printed, nor is it sent to the MoF database. 

This is the tree that is 
affected by the site tree 
code change (creation or 
deletion) 
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1) Basal Area 
Calculator 
 
2) Suggested 
Sample Trees for 

Quadrant 

Top Height Tree Suggestion 

 Sector & Tree number 

 
8. Site Tree Tools 
 
 
Three tools are available in the Growth - Site Tree menu area: 
 
Basal Area Calculation – Leading Species 
Suggested Sample Trees in Quadrant 
Suggested Top Height Tree for Plot 
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Important Note: 
Pressing [ESC]ape brings up the  Site Tree  selection window, (which 
may not present the suggested site tree).  You must manually tag the 
suggested tree by: 
1. going back to the correct sector, 
2. place the target tree in the edit box in the tree screen. 
3. go to the GOTO menu,  
4. select Site Tree and Flag as Top Height 
5. fill in site tree measurements 
 
 

Top Height Tree Suggestion  
 
The selection of the Top Height tree is not actually a selection, but a suggestion based on the rules as 
dictated by the NFI Ground Sampling Procedures Manual.  The Top Height Selection tool will find what 
it thinks the top height tree should be, but you can change this by flagging any tree on the plot in any 
sector as the Top Height Tree.  

 
 
The Sector and Tree# for the suggested top height tree appears in a window (see figure above). 
When [ESC]ape is pressed 
you are returned to the Site 
Tree Menu. 
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Species total plot 
Basal Area % 
ranking 

Species total plot Basal 
Area calculation 

Suggested Sample 
trees within quadrant 
(two sectors) 

Note: the leading species tree is not selected for you.  Instead the Basal Area Calculator 
screen shows the accumulated tree BA sums and % by species when the calculation 
screen is entered.   

 
Leading Species Calculation 
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Caution, make sure you are in the correct sector in the 
plot and have the correct tree in the Tree Screen edit box 
before selecting a site tree. 

From the BA calculator screen  (previous page) you can select a specific tree as leading by: 
 

1) Press [ESC]ape twice go to the tree screen 
2) (if necessary) [ESC] to the Sector menu and go into the desired sector 
3) Highlight your target tree in the tree screen 
4) And,  flag it with a “L” via the GROWTH - Site Tree TOOLS menu. 
5) Enter the growth data in the site tree screen 
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D. Forester Data Collection Aides – Calculators and Tools 
 
 
Note: the term Tools or Calculators are defined below: 
 
Field sensitive calculators 
Some fields are calculator sensitive.  This means that when the cursor is in the field and the [F1] HELP 
key is pressed a calculator specific to that field is called up.  Examples of these tools are:  Tree Height 
calculator – in the Tree LEN field,  and the Net Factor (deduction calculator) in the %S field in the Log 
Window. 
In  most cases these calculators are denoted on the data entry screen by an “f” symbol below the field 
or item. 
 
Hidden calculators 
In one screen - the Stem map screen the horizontal distance calculation is done automatically after the 
cursor moves through the slope distance and slope% fields. 
 
Special tools 
Other tools are available in other parts of the program.  For example the following tools can be found 
in the SITE TREE menu in the GOTO menu (these are described in the previous pages in this 
section): 
 
 
Top height tree selection, see page 58. 
BAF Calculator and suggested Leading and Other (in plot) site trees, see page 57. 
 
 
 
 
 
The following pages describe the field sensitive calculators that are found and accessed on the Tree 
and Stem Map Screens 
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Note: the tree height calculator does not have to be used.  Tree length  and 
crown height can be entered manually. 

1 [Enter] moves 

cursor between 
fields 

2 + minus - 

Toggle 
Use Delete Key  

3 Tree Length and 

Crown Ht are calculated 
automatically 

4 [Esc]ape exits and 

inserts total length and 
crown height 

The correction 
default is user-
definable 

        TREE/ CROWN HEI GHT 

 del        DBH% TOP% DI ST  CORR   LEN 

 +   LEN70  - 1   65   25. 0 1. 3   42. 2 

 -    CROWN  - 1   40   25. 0 1. 3   12 

 

 

 

                          

   

 

 
Calculators – field activated 
 
A calculator is denoted on the screen by a “f” appearing directly below the field having the calculator 
tool.  See Tree Screen diagram, page 34. 
 
 
1. Tree Height Calculator 
 
 
The tree height calculator is available in the Tree Screen when the cursor resides in the Length or 
Crown Height fields. 
To activate the tree height calculator press the HELP key [F1] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enter the measurement information.  The cursor circles the calculator box. For the Husky the [DEL]ete 
key is a + -  toggle.  The Correction factor is defaulted at 1.3 meters.  This default is user defined.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The right-most segment of the calculator window are the total calculated values.  These values appear 
automatically after all the required values are entered.  All values can be edited and the LEN (height) 
and CROWN (height) values are automatically recalculated. 
 
When [ESC]ape is pressed the length and or crown values are entered into the Length and Crown Ht. 
fields in the tree screen. 
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BARK% 90 

dbh:  115. 0 

 Exposed 

   ( 11. 5)  

 +   5. 0 

 +   2. 6 

 +   3. 9 

 + 

                          

   

 

The total 
missing lengths 
is shown here 

Accumulated 
missing Bark % 
appears here. 

1 Move the cursor down 

to the first measurement 
space with [ENTER] 
Then enter your first 
missing bark length. 

2 Use [ENTER] to move 

cursor down to next space 
and input the next missing 
bark length.  Continue to 
add as many missing 
lengths as needed. 

3 Pressing [ESC]ape exits 

and enters % value in field. 

 
2. Remaining Bark % Calculator 
 
The Bark% Calculator is available when the cursor is in the remaining bark% item in the Tree Screen.   
If you don‟t want to use the calculator, a value can be entered manually.   The bark calculator totals 
the individual length segments of missing bark and calculates the % remaining bark from the total 
diameter.   The calculator is activated upon pressing the [F1] HELP key. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upon entering the calculator the cursor starts in the dbh field.  Dbh can be edited, but since the dbh is 
defaulted from the value entered in the Tree Screen the next step is to move the cursor to the first  
Segment field by pressing either down arrow or [ENTER]. 
 
Enter the missing bark length.  If there is more than one segment of missing bark press [ENTER] to 
move the cursor down to each next successive line and enter the values.  Note the total length and 
remaining bark% values appear below and above the dbh line, respectively.  Press [ESC]ape when 
done and the total% will be entered into the Tree Screen. 
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3. Net Factor (Deduction) Calculator 
 
 
Description 
 
The net factor calculator is a calculator that can be called up to assist in determining the NF – (% 
sound ) value on a log.  It does not have to be used.  On any log you can either type in the % sound 
value manually, or optionally, you can activate the calculator by pressing [F1].  The calculator can 
accommodate multiple deductions on a log – it will total the individual deducts to display a total % 
deduction and %sound value.  All the deduction selections and their % are displayed in one list for 
convenient visual reference.  You can modify or delete any deduct in the list before the final total value 
is automatically placed in the % sound field on the log. 
 
The calculator is a simple tool.  None of the individual deduct measurement or % deduct values are 
stored or printed – this information is only available during the use of the calculator.  In addition, there 
are no edit checks or validations done between log grades, measurements, and % sound.  There is 
also no edit that compares the total of all deductions to 100%. 
 
The deduction calculations follow the accepted rule-based Ministry of Forests and Range net factoring 
methodology.  You may want to experiment and test each of these in the office before using them in 
the field to check the results and gain familiarity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The important points about the calculator 
 
1) Does not have to be used – option of using on a log by log basis 
2) Accumulates and displays multiple deduction types and % deductions 
3) Shows total NF and inserts the final answer into the %S field in the log 
4) Limitations:  
 Does not store or print any of the deduction measurements or values 
 No edit checks or comparisons between log measurements, % 

sound,  and grade 
 No individual deduction measurements or values are stored, nor can 

they be recalled after leaving the calculator. 
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Diagram D1: 5 Steps -  Using the Net Factor Calculator

1 Press [F1] – when cursor is in %S 

3 select a deduction from list 

4 If the deduction requires 

measurements enter them, then 
[ESC] to return to ADD DEDUCTIONS 

5 Add, edit, or delete deductions.  When 

finished [ESC]ape from ADD DEDUCTIONS  

2 Select ADD 

Total NF and deduct values 
appear 

The total % Sound (NF) value is 
inserted into the log 

Log Window 
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Reminder 
To get the to logs window from the tree screen press either 1) [PGDN] 

or   2) [ESC], then select -Log Grades. 

Note: you can have an unlimited number of deductions on a log.  However, the window 
only displays 3 deducts at a time.  Scroll up and down to view all the deducts 

Deduction Calculator Window 

 
A. Procedure – Using the Net Factor Calculator 
 (Refer to diagram D1 on previous page when following the numbered steps.) 
 
The net factor calculator can be called up only when the cursor is in the % sound field in the Grade 
(log) window.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
When the cursor is in the % sound field you can directly enter the % sound value or double dash (--) 
by pressing the [DEL] key.   

 
 
 

1 Activate the calculator with HELP [F1].  The cursor must be in the %S field.   

 
 
The ADD DEDUCTIONS window appears. 
 
Note the menu at the bottom of the window.  

Move the menu highlight using the [ ] or [ ] 
keys.  Note the menu includes access of a Butt 
Rot Guide table (BRGuid).  To exit the Add 
Deductions window press [ESC] or moving the 
cursor to the right of BRGuid to Xit. 
 
The upper line shows the basic log and NF 
information: 

 Grade and Length 
 NF total being calculated for all deductions 

 

 
 

Log Window 

It should be noted that 
normally the % sound field 
would initially be blank. 
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Diagram D2:  the ADD DEDUCTIONS window 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2 To create a deduction highlight ADD and press [ENTER] 

 
 
 
 
A Deduction Type list appears. 
 
The list is arranged alphabetically. 
 

Scroll with  [ ] [ ] or [PGDN] [PGUP] 
 
 
 

Menu system  
 ADD a new deduct 
 Edit the highlighted deduct 
 Delete an individual (highlighted) 

deduct 
 Apply a NF value of 00 or - - and 

exit the calculator 
 See Butt Rot Guide table 
 Exit the calculator (or press [ESC]) 

Log measurements  
(from log window) 

Net Factor Total Deduction value 
(from log window) 

list of deduction 
types and %  

deduct values 
being applied 
to log 

Xit 
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Blind Conk 
Broken Top (dl = 1m) 
Butt Rot 
Cat Face (conical) 
Cat Face (cylinder) 
Cat Face (rectangular) 
Cat Face (pyramidal) 
Conk 
Crook (dl = 0.5m) 
Dead Top 
Fork (dl = 0.5m) 
Frost Crack 
Large Rotten Branch 
Root Rot (dl = 0.6m) 
Sap Rot 
Scar (Conical) 
Scar (Cylindrical) 
Scar (Rectangular) 
Scar (Non-Measurable) 
Sounding 
----------OTHER------------ 
Butt Rot Length Table 
Direct Deduction % 
Net Factor = 50% 
Log VS Deduction Value 
Volume (Conical) 
Volume (Cylindrical) 
Volume (Rectangular) 

The entire list of deduction types is 
shown on the right.  The list is in 
alphabetical order. 

Log Window 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3  Highlight the desired deduct 

 [ENTER] to select. 
 
 
 

4  Some deducts may apply a direct % based on a rule for % 

or length.  Others display a screen with measurement values 
or estimates to enter.  
 
Note that the volume geometric shapes can be deducted 
without having a defect description. 
 
If the deduction is a rule-based direct % deduction, then 
selecting the Deduction will automatically return you to the 
ADD DEDUCT window. 
 
If the deduction requires a measurement (s) or value, Enter the 
values and when done editing press [ESC]ape to finish.  You will be returned to the ADD DEDUCT 
window. 
 
 
 

5  Now you can add, edit, or delete deductions.   To edit a deduction, highlight the deduction using 

[ ] or [ ], then use the [ ] or [ ] arrow to highlight EDIT on the menu.  finally, press [ENTER].  The 
deduct value(s) window appears for editing.  When done you can leave the ADD DEDUCTIONS 
window by either selecting Exit or [ESC]aping.  The Log Window appears. 
 
 
The total net factor (% sound) value is 
automatically inserted into the Log.  
You can now finish editing the log 
grade.  If the cursor doesn‟t 
automatically advance to the next log 

you can press [ ]. 
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1 Place cursor in %S field 

Press [F1] 

The 95% NF is carried to the 
ADD DEDUCTS window 
 a 5% Deduction is also denoted 

Log Window 

3 Press [ESC]ape to leave ADD 

DEDUCTIONS – The NF value is 
placed in the %S field of the log 

2 Add another deduction – in this 

example, a Sap Rot resulted in a 19% 
deduction 
 
 

Note: The 19% sap rot is added with 
the 5% original deduction, resulting in 
a 19% total deduction – a 76% NF 

B. “Add-on” deduction feature 
 
It is not uncommon for the field cruiser to find another defect in a tree after the net calculation has 
been determined.  Even though the net factor calculator does not save or store the individual 
deductions and their measurements, it does allow the additional deductions to be added to the net 
factor % value found in the log screen.   
 
Diagram D3: “Add-on” Deduction  
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Procedure – “add-on” deductions 
- the numbers to refer to the previous page - diagram D3 
 

1  With the cursor in the %S field in the log,  press [F1]. 

The %S that was in the log window appears in the NF indication field in the top line of the ADD 
DEDUCTIONS window.  In addition the % deduction value appears in the upper right of the window. 
 
 

2  Add another deduction.  The calculated deduct% will be added to the ADD DEDUCTION list.  The 

total NF is also recalculated and will include the previous deduct value and any new deductions that 
are added in this window. 
 

3  When done adding deducts, select Exit or [ESC]ape to return to the Log Window.  Note the %S 

field is updated to include all the deductions done on the log. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
C. Multiple deductions 
 
 
 
 
 
There is no limit to the number of deductions that can be done on a log.   Be aware, that there is no 
edit check for exceeding 100% of the gross log volume.

HELP -  NF calculator not working ?   
Sometimes it is best to start from scratch.  Go to 
the log window, place the cursor in the %S field 
and insert a double dash (- - ).  Place the cursor 
back in the %S and press [F1] to start your net 
factor calculation.  

Note: This manual will not try to describe each deduction; rather we are 
only attempting to show how the net factor calculator works.  You may 
want to test and check out each deduction yourself to gain familiarity with 
the calculator and to ensure the accuracy of the answers. 
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The following is an example of combining a Butt Rot and a Sap Rot deduction. 
 
 
Steps in doing a Multiple Deduction – an example.  (Refer to diagram D4 on the next page) 
 

Key or Menu Action Description 

1 Press [F1] 
In order to activate the net factor calculator you must be in the Log 
Window with the cursor in the %S field.  

 ADD DEDUCTIONS window appears 

2 Select ADD 
 
The Select Deduct Type window appears. 

3  
Select the Deduction 

Select the deduction type using the [ ] [ ] or PGUP & PGDN key to 
highlight the desired deduction, then  [ENTER] 
In our example select the first Butt Rot in the list 

Enter the deduct 
value 

In this Butt Rot example, the Gross Diam can be changed if need be 
and the Deduct Diam value is entered.  Pressing [ENTER] moves 
the cursor around the window.  In this example a ded-diam of 40 is 
entered. 

4 Press [ESC]ape 
 
The ADD DEDUCTIONS window appears. 

 Note that the Butt Rot % deduction of 12%  appears. 
The Net Factor (NF) value of 88% is also calculated and appears in 
the top line. 

5 Select ADD 
 
To add a second deduction Select ADD. 

 The Select Deduct window appears. 

6  
Select the Deduction 

 
Scroll down and highlight a deduction, then [ENTER ] to select. 
In our case select Sap Rot. 

Enter the deduct 
value 

In this case move the cursor to deduction diameter and enter 10. 

7 Press [ESC]ape 
 
The ADD DEDUCTIONS window appears 

 Note that both deductions are listed with their respective deductions 
of 12% and 6%.  The NF value has been updated from 88% to 82% 

 Also note that you could go into each deduction and change the 
deduction values to get a new intermediate result 

8 Press [ESC]ape 
The Log Window appears 
The final total %S value of 82% appears . 
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Diagram D4: Doing a multiple deduction 

 

Log Window 
START 

FINISH 

The total % sound value 

Deduction types 
Net Factor - total  

Individual deduct% 
 

2 Select Add 

1 Press [F1]  

7 Escape brings 

up ADD 
DEDUCTS 

6 Select Sap rot & 

enter deduct value 

3 Select Butt rot 

and enter deduct 
value 4 Escape brings up 

ADD DEDUCTS 

5 Add 2
nd

 

deduct 

8 Escape to finish 
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4. Horizontal Distance Calculator – Stem Map 
 
When in the stem map screen a horizontal distance calculator is available.  Access the stem map 
screen via the GOTO menu when on the plot level. 
 
A description of how the horizontal distance calculator works is given on page 46 
 
 
 
5. Slope Distance Calculator – via the TOOLS key 
 
 
A description of how the slope distance calculator works is given on page 74 
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E. Special Tools available via the TOOLS key 
 
 
The TOOLS key brings up some tools and navigation menu selections.  Depending on what part of the 
program you are in some tools may not be available. 
 
1. IN or OUT of 5.64m PLOT 

 Sets Repeat for “I” IN flag appearing next to Tree number in tree screen.  Each new tree inherits 
the “I” or “blank (OUT) flag. 

 Is a toggle for tree being “I” IN or OUT of 5.64 m plot.  If a mistake is made a tree can be 
“unflagged” with this TOOLS selection. 

 An “i” next to tree number = In the 5.64 metre radius 

 A “blank” next to tree number = outside of 5.64 metre radius (or it may mean tree distance is not 
known).  For more info see page 38. 

 
 
 
2. Procedures 
The following “crib notes” are available: 

 Butt Rot Guide (Table) 
A reference table converting diam rot estimates into length deductions 

 
 
After selection Procedures the following notes are available: 

HALF PLOT 
QUARTER PLOT 
SMALL TREES 

 

Upon entering the notes screen just use the down and up arrows [ ] [ ] to scroll the notepad. 
 
Edit or change the content of the notes via CONFIGURE – EDIT PROCEDURES menu selection 
found in the main menu or the TOOLS menu [F3]. 
 
3. Slope Calculator 
 
The Slope Calculator allows you to calculate two things:  
 

1) Horizontal Distance given Slope Distance and Slope % 
2) Slope Distance given Horizontal Distance and Slope % 

 
The calculation is not entered in any field.  This calculator is available via the TOOLS [F3] key and is 
available in the Plot Cluster Header areas as well as the Stump plot and Small tree plot headers.  It is 
also available in the Tree Screen.   This is not the same calculator as is found in the Stem Map screen. 
 
4. Tree Number 
 
The Tree Number selection allows the changing of a tree number.   A tree number cannot be 
changed to one that is currently used on the plot.  This selection might be used, if for instance that 
when first starting the sector it was noticed that the wrong tree number was being assigned to the 
tree.  The number can be changed here to match the tag numbers being used.  Then, each new 
tree created will automatically get a sequential (incremented) tag number from the new one.  For 
information on how to set the tag tree number when first starting a plot or sector go to page 32. 
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5. Find Tree using Tag Number 
 
The FIND TREE NUM will find a tree only in the sector.  When the tree tag number is entered you 
are brought to the desired tree.  The Find Tree TOOLS is active in the Tree, Wildlife, and Stem map 
screens at the tree level.
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CLUSTER CARD NOTES 


 

 

 

 

 

BYE   CAN1  CAN2           CAN3 

=PI CK,  ESC=CANCEL)  

 

 

  

 

 

                          

   

 

 Esc        F1         F2                           F3           F4 

Highlight (black) line is editing line 

[ ] [ ] = move down or up a line Canned Notes: CAN1, CAN2, CAN3 
Bring up one of 3 predefined note lists 
by pressing [F1] [F2] or [F3] 
 
Insert lines of notes from these lists 

Notepad Header 
Lets you know which notepad you are in. 

 

F. Other Data Collection Aides 
 
 
 
1. “Canned Notes” 
 
Notepads 
Notepads can be called up to the screen in most areas of the program via the NOTES key.  On the 
Husky this is the [F4] key.   For more info on this see page 22. 
 
 
Canned Notes 
Field notes are an important aspect of the Vegetation Resources Inventory.  Typing notes via the  
small keys on the keyboard is a lesson in patience.  In addition,  there are differences between 
handheld keyboards.  If you are not using a handheld with a QWERTY layout, then entering notes 
efficiently is even more difficult.   “Canned” or predefined notes are available to quicken this data entry 
process.  The canned notes feature allows you to create and unlimited number of “lines” of comments 
that can be called up and inserted into a notepad.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When a notepad is accessed the bottom line of the notepad displays commands related to the function 
keys that are below the display.   Pressing [F2], [F3], or [F4] accesses one of three lists of pre-made 
notes.   Pressing [ESC] exits the notepad. 
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      I NSERT A CANNED NOTE LI NE 

EXTREME BROWSE

OWL NESTI NG SI TE 

TREE #4 I S OUTSI DE OF PLOT 

OUTSI DE SI TE TREE DUE TO SAFETY 

 

 

CAN# 3  ENTER = sel ec t ,  ESC -  cancel  

 

                          

   

 

CLUSTER CARD NOTES 


 

 

 

 

 

BYE   CAN1  CAN2           CAN3 

=PI CK,  ESC=CANCEL)  

 

 

  

 

 

                          

   

 

 Esc        F1         F2                           F3           F4 

1 Press [F3] to bring up canned 

notes #3 – one of 3 possible lists 
of predefined lines of notes 

2 Scroll to highlight desired  

pre-made comment line.  
 
 

Notepad 

Canned note list 

EXTREME BROWSE 

3 [ENTER] inserts the comment line into 

your notepad. 

The diagram below details the steps involved in inserting a predefined comment line into a notepad 
from one of three canned note lists. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are a few things to be aware of in regards to inserting canned note lines into notepads. 
 

 Only one line at a time can be inserted 

 You cannot insert a pre-made canned note line into a notepad line that has anything written in it –                    
A comment line can only be inserted into a new blank line. 

 You can only insert a line at the bottommost line in a notepad. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Creating Canned Notes Lists – go to next page 
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EDI T CAN 1         Pr ess ESC f or  menu 

EXTREME BROWSE

OWL NESTI NG SI TE 

TREE #4 I S OUTSI DE OF PLOT 

OUTSI DE SI TE TREE DUE TO SAFETY 

 

                          

   

 

Edit can lines 

Add a can line 

Delete can line 

Load Can 1 

Load Can 2 

Load Can 3 

Xit 

1 [ESC]ape pops 

menu  

2 Load (access) canned notepads 

1,2, or 3 
 

3 Once Canned Notepad is 

accessed, press [ESC] and Add or 
Edit with these menu selections. 

Canned notes # Title 
(1,2, or 3) 

 
 
Creating Canned Note Lists 
 
Canned Note Lists are found in the CONFIGURE area of the handheld program.  CONFIGURE is 
found in two areas: 
 
1) In the Main Menu – CONFIG – CANNED NOTES 
2) In the GOTO Menu (at the Plot/Tree Level) 
   Main Menu – OLD CRUISE – CLUSTER PLOTS – PLOT – [ESC] – CONFIG – CANNED NOTES 
 
 
You can create three separate Canned Note Lists, each containing individual lines of comments that 
are a maximum of 40 characters in length. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hint: 
You might want to give some thought of separating your note line comments into 
3 categories in order to make it easier (and faster) finding the particular 
comment line when you need it.  This lists are simple in functionality.  Each line 
is input manually by you and remains in the order that it is placed into the list; 
there is no sorting or re-arranging.  You may want to put your most commonly 
used note lines towards the beginning (top) of the list. 
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Setting up a cursor 

jump order might take a little 
time to learn, but once 
learned you will find it easy 
to change.   

 
 
2. Cursor Jump Order 
 
Normally the cursor jumps in a screen from left to right, 
item by item.  Being forced to enter data in this 
sequence can be a problem if the data items you 
want are not in the order you take them in.  Also, 
there may be some data items you don‟t want to 
use and so require extra keystrokes to 
advance the cursor.  You can program the 
cursor to move in your preferred sequence 
for two screens – 
 

 Tree Data Screen 

 Stem Map Screen 
 
 
Where to find the cursor jump order 
 
MAIN MENU – CONFIG – JUMP ORDER 

Or 
TOOLS [F3] – CONFIG – JUMP ORDER (when in 
Tree Level)  
 
 
Select the screen to set the jump order for: 

 TREE DATA JUMP ORDER 

 STEM MAP JUMP ORDER 
 
 
 
 
The following diagram shows the Tree Data Jump Order, but the same procedures are used to change 
the Stem Map Jump Order. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moving around the table 

arrow keys – moves menu highlight on the bottom line between Jump-to, Exit 
arrow keys – moves black highlight bar up and down between jump pairs 
 

 
[ESC]    Escape/ Exits jump table 
[ENTER] Pops the TO field selection window when “Jump to” is highlighted 
  Or, exits the jump table when “eXit is highlighted. 

  

1         3           4            5           2 

     CURSOR JUMP ORDER 

    FROM           TO 

  [  START ]       SPECI ES 

  SPECI ES        LD,  S/ F 

  LD,  S/ F        DBH 

 

Jump- t o  eXi t  

 

 

  DBH            DBH M/ E 

  DBH M/ E        REM BARK% 

  REM BARK%      LENGTH 

  LENGTH         LEN.  M/ E 

  LEN.  M/ E       CROWN CODE 

  CROWN CODE     CROWN HT.  

  CROWN HT.       [ START]  
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     CURSOR JUMP ORDER 

    FROM           TO 

  [  START ]       SPECI ES 

  SPECI ES        L/ D,  S/ F 

  L/ D,  S/ F        DBH 

 

Jump- t o  eXi t  

 

 

  DBH            DBH M/ E 

  DBH M/ E        REM BARK% 

  REM BARK%      LENGTH 

  LENGTH         LEN.  M/ E 

  LEN.  M/ E       CROWN CODE 

  CROWN CODE     CROWN HT.  

  CROWN HT.       [ START]  

 

 
 
Description of Jump Order Table 
 
The bottom line is the menu 
selection for exiting or editing a 
Jump to Pair 
 
There are two columns: 
  From and To 
 
The highlighted line shows the 
cursor jump direction between two 
fields (in this example Species and 
L/D S/F). 
 
 
They gray (or blue) colored area in 
the diagram - below the Cursor Jump 
Order window is what you see when 
scrolling down the “To From” pair list. 
 
 
Interpreting how the cursor jumps 
 
Note the FROM and TO column headers.  You can interpret the first line [START] – SPECIES  by 
using the phrase -  
 

“When the cursor begins a new tree the cursor starts in the Species field.” 
 
Similarly the highlighted pair (SPECIES  - L/D, S/F)  can be interpreted with the following phrase –  
 

“When the cursor leaves SPECIES it goes to Live/Dead, Standing Fallen”. 
 
 
When you scroll down the list  each highlighted pair is interpreted the same way  -  
 

Cursor From Field – To Field 
 
 
Creating a different cursor jump order 
 
Look at the left column (FROM) and move the highlight up or down to find the field or item where you 
want the cursor to begin when starting with a new tree.  Press [ENTER] – a field selection box appears 
in the right (TO) column.  In this box you will select which item you want to cursor to jump to by using 

the [ ] [ ]  up or down arrow to highlight the item.  Once highlighted press [ENTER] to select the field.   
 

Now find the field you have just just selected in the left (FROM) column (use the [ ] [ ] to scroll).   
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The trick to understanding how to program the cursor jump order is to 
track the cursor movement between FROM –TO pairs.  Start the 
sequence with the START item and follow the flow by looking at the TO 
column.  Then find this TO item in the left FROM column.  The item that 
the cursor will jump to is in the corresponding right TO column. 

Look at the field in the right column that the cursor is to jump “TO”  
 
If this item is not your choice press [ENTER] to pop the TO selection box.   
 

Now you can use the up and down arrows to find the field you want to jump to.  
Press [ENTER] to select the highlighted item. 
 
Next find the item name you just selected in the right column in the left column by 
using the up/down arrow keys.  Highlight the field in the left column and note the field 
the cursor will jump to in the right column.  If you want to change the field to jump to 
press [ENTER], then select the desired field from the list. 
 
Continue in this manner of programming the cursor to jump between From and To 
pairs until you have the jump sequence you desire. 

 

OR 
 

If the item in the right column is your choice then move the highlight bar up or 
down to highlight the next jump pair.   Look at the entire list of jump pairs to determine 
if the jump sequence is your desired sequence. 
 
When done programming the jump order you can [ESC]ape to exit, or use the right-
arrow to highlight eXit.  Then [ENTER] to exit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Suggestion:  You may find the left to right jump order in the 
Tree Screen already works for you.  If this is the case you 
may want to adjust the cursor jump sequence in the Stem 
Map screen to eliminate the need for the cursor to enter the 
Species and DBH fields, since these fields are already filled 
in from the Tree Screen.  Or, if you do the stem map first 
you might consider eliminating the cursor from entering the 
Species and DBH fields in the Tree screen, since they will 
have already been entered. 
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Transect Header 

Transect #1 Pcs 

Transect #2 Pcs 

Plot Menu 

[Esc] 

Begins validation 

VIII. 
 
 
(Cards EW 6 and EW 7) 

 
In order to enter data into the Coarse Woody Debris data collection area the Plot Cluster Record must 
have the CWD field set to YES (CH Header Card 1). 
 
 
From the CMI or VRI Plot Menu select  
CWD TRANSECTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Overview 
 
The CWD consists of only 3 pages: 

 Header Page – with Transect and 
Surveyor Name info 

 Transect #1 - Pieces 

 Transect #2 - Pieces 
 
Toggle between the Pages using the [PGUP] 
[PGDN] key 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The [F1] Help (Quick Keys & Pick Lists) is 
available on the Transect Piece Pages. 

 

 The [F4] NOTES key is active in all pages 
 
 

 The [F3] TOOLS key is active in all Pages.  
TOOLS available are shown in the figure to the 
right: 
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B. The CWD Header Page 
 
Header Page Description 
Cursor circles page with [ENTER] 
 
Azimuth 

 The Azimuth for both T1 and 
T2 is defaulted to the correct 
random bearing based on the Sample Number procedure.  

 A random number table for Azimuth selection is available via the [F3] TOOLS  key 
 
Notepad 

Notes are available via the [F4] NOTES key 
 
Crew initials 

Note: the crew initials are validated against the crew initials in the CH 1 Header card.  It is a 
passable edit. 

 
Move to next previous Page via [PGDN] or [PGUP] 
 
 

C. Pieces Page(s) 
 
The cursor starts on the RND – ODD Piece Toggle Column. 
 
RND Column 
Each new piece is denoted with a “?” in 
the RND column.  Note the long prompt 
at the bottom of the screen.  If the piece 
is: 

 Round, press [ENTER] or the [Y] 
key and a Y appears. 

 Odd-shaped or an accumulation, press the [DEL] or [N] key and an N appears. 
 
Cursor movement 
In the case of a round piece the cursor will not go into the Depth field. 
In the odd-shaped piece case the cursor will go into all fields. 
 
Note that the DIAM (HLEN) column has a dual definition: 
For a round piece it represents Diameter. 
For an odd-shaped or accumulation it represent Horizontal Length. 
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Long Prompt 

 Field description  

 valid speed key clues 

Automatic numbering 

Species Code Quick Key 
Window pops if set to appear in 
TOOLS – CONFIG 
[F1] pops species code list 

Dual Purpose Field 

 Diam for round pieces 

 Horizontal Length for 
Accumulations or Odd shaped 
pieces 

Y/N Round Toggle  
If Yes, then cursor skips Depth column 
If No, then piece is odd-shaped or 
accumulation. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Species 
 
The Quick Key box 
is available either 
automatically or by 
pressing [F1] help. 
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Decay Class Pick Help is available via [F1] 
when cursor is in CO or D 

Transect Number 

The quick key for dash - is the 
[DEL] key and can be used for the 
following: 
 

 % Sound 

 M Merch Grade 

 P Product to be Removed 
 
 
Merch Grade M 
 

 To get an X grade press any key (except [ENTER] and [DEL]) 

 DEL creates a -- value 
 
 
 
 
 
Other Class 
Decay Class 
 
Pick list help is available via the 
[F1] key. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moving between 
Transects 
 
[PGDN] or [PGUP] moves between transect 
pages 
 
 

Transect #2 Piece Page 
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Finishing CWD Transects 
 
When done with the Transect Headers, notes, and the two transects (pages), press [ESC]ape. 
 

 
Validation of all data on all pages begins.  You can bypass any edit or return to the appropriate page to 
make changes. 
 
 
 
Deleting a log/piece 
 
There is no delete function for a piece, as there is in trees.  Instead, deleting is accomplished manually 
through the use of the spacebar and zero keys.  Start the cursor at the beginning of the record and in 
the species code field, for example use the spacebar or backspace key to erase the code.  For 
numeric fields use the zero (0) key and overtype the values with 0‟s.  Use this procedure for all the 
fields that accept alpha and numeric data.  This, in effect “erases” the record although you will still see 
the record in the handheld.  When the translation function is run in the PC program, these blanked 
records are stripped out of the file, thus deleting them. 
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IX. 
 
 
(Card EO 16) 

 
 
Accessing the Succession 
Interpretations data group 
 
From the Plot Menu select EO 
(CT16) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Overview 
 
 
The Succession Data Entry consists of 5 data entry pages with a 6th page that serves as a notepad 
reminder. 
 

 Most of the data items on these 5 pages have pick lists 

 Move between pages using [PGUP] [PGDN] 
 
 

 The [F3] TOOLS key is active in all Pages.  

 The [F1] Help (Quick Keys & Pick Lists) is available for Species Codes on Page #1. 

 The [F4] NOTES key is active in all pages 
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6 Pages 
 
PGUP 
PGDN 

Most fields have pick 
list boxes 

Calculation is automatic for 
 % Live Old Trees Remaining 

[Esc] 
Begins 
Validation 

Plot Menu 
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Comments on Pages of Interest 
 
 
 
 
Page 1 
 
 

 Help via [F1] for Vegetation Factors 
 
 
 
 
 

 Species Quick Key Box and Code 
List Help available via [F1] Help 

 Quick Key Box can appear 
automatically via [F3] TOOLS - 
CONFIGURE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Page 4 
 

 [F1] Help pick list for Structural Stages 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Automatic interactive 
calculation of % Live Old 
Trees Remaining 
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X. 
 
 
 

A. Printing from the Handheld to a Serial Printer 
 
 
The plots in the plot cluster record can be printed directly from the handheld via a serial cable to a 
DOS serial printer that has Epson Emulation abilities.  Some laser printers have this ability. 
 
The handheld and the printer must have matching communications settings.  We suggest the following 
settings: 
 

Speed: 9600 
Parity: None 
Stop Bits: One 
Word Length: Eight 

 
In the handheld printing is done in a separate program.  The print menu is found by escaping until the 
CMI Menu appears.   Select MAIN MENU (lower left corner of screen).  The Transfer/Print menu 
appears. 
 
Press P for Print 
 
Main Menu 
D- DATA ENTRY 
P- PRINT CMI PLOT 
T – TRANSFER 
Q – QUIT – goes to DOS 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Printing from the PC 
 
The PC program also allows printing of the plots.   
(see TIMVEG PC NFI manual) 
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             PRI NTER SETUP 

PRI NT                    STOP     WORD 

PORT   SPEED   PARI TY    BI TS     LENGTH 

  1    9600    None       One      Ei ght  

 

PRI NT TO FI LE: NO     Pr ess ESC when done 

 

Pr ess ENTER f or  menu,  + or  -  t o change 

 

  PROJ  SMP# TYPE     PI CK A CRUI SE 

                         ( AL L  F ORMS)  

                        ( SEL ECTED F ORMS)  

MEASURE- DATE         PRI NTER SET UP  

   /   /               XI T  

VRI  REPORT S 

 

PROJ  SMP#  TYPE            PI CK A CRUI SE  

47 21  00 86   Q01                ALL  FORMS 

                               SEL ECT ED FORMS 

MEASURE DATE                 PRI NTER SET UP 

20 00 / MAY/ 1 2                   XI T  

*  OL D VRI  PL OT       *  DEL ET E VRI  PL OT  

*  NEW VRI  PL OT         *  na  

*  CONFI G               *  na  

*  na                     *  na  

*  na                     *  MAI N MENU 

    VRI  T I MBER EMPHASI S PLOTS  

      D  =   DAT A ENT RY 

     P  =   PRI NT REPORTS 

     T  =   T RANSF ER 

     Q  =   QUI T  

 

BC Mi n i s t r y  o f  Fo r e s t s  

PRESS L ET T ER/ NUMBER TO RUN PROGRAM 

Usually the printer setup does not have to be 
changed, but if it does the Printer Setup allows 
the communications parameters to be set. 

1From the plot area go to 

main menu  

2Press “P” to go to print 

menu 

5 Select ALL (all plot cluster data)  

or,  Print selected plots 

6 Select which parts to print 

using Yes/No toggles.  When 
cursor leaves “Print Now” 
selection, printing begins 

3 Select “Pick a Cruise 

(Sample)” 
 
A list of sample projects 
appears. 
 

4 Highlight the plot sample 

desired, press [ENTER]  

Print Menu Diagram
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C. Examples of Plot Cluster Printouts 
 
CH Header Card – Card Type 1 
 

 

CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                2001/10/23 

HEADER CARD (CH)                      14:19:28 

V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  Plot                 Crew 

       ID  Sample Type   Measure Date   1    2    3    4 

      CMI6  0044  MO1    2001 AUG 30  JWS  MEJ  MFB 

  

      Polygon            Sample Tag# 

      Identifier         (Reference Tree) 

                             71 

  

      Data  Field Responsibility       Field Check By             Date 

      Trees 

  

                                       Office Check By            Date 

  

  

      Plot Cluster Record 

                                                                Typical 

      Integrated  North  East  South  West  Range  Eco  CWD   Trees Ecology 

          Y         N     N      N     N      N     N    N      Y     Y 

  

      Photos                  Notes 

  

      PLOT PIN             N 

      RANDOM AZIMUTH       N 

      REPRESENTATIVE       N 

 

                  Access Notes 

  

                  THIS SAMPLE REQUIRES HELI ACCESS FROM 

                  BELLA BELLA AIRPORT. 

                  FLY 70KM+-AT ABOUT 285 TO THE NORTHERN 

                  SECTION AT CASCADE INLET.  THE ACCESS 

                  POINT IS A HELIPAD IN A SWAMPY AREA JUST 

                  TO THE WEST OF THE INLET. 

                  FROM THE HELIPAD FOLLOW THE YELLOW 

                  FLAGGING IN A NNW DIRECTION FOR ABOUT 

                  250 M+-TO THE CMI SAMPLE 

 

                  Header Comments 

  

                  TIE POINT IS AN OLD CUYPRESS WITH A 

                  DEAD TOP WEST OF CREEK DRAINING INTO A 

                  SMALL LAKE. 

                  THE SAMPLE LANDED IN A MATURE STAND OF 

                  HW, HM, YC +BA. 

                  DID NOT HAVE NUMBERS 1-33.  STARTED 

                  NUMBERING AT 34.  THE FIRST TREE IS #34 

                  AND THE LAST IS #70. 

                  WEATHER; CLOUDY WITH DRIZZLE 
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 CP Header Card – Card Type 2 
 

  

  

                      CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                    2001/10/23 

                           COMPASS CARD (CP)                         14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  Plot        Map-No.  Polygon  Flight-Line  Photo# 

       ID  Sample Type  TiePt 093D052    165    BC79152       064 

      CMI6  0044  MO1   IPC   093D052    165    BC79152       064 

  

      Tie Point                      15m Reference           Offset 

      Reference Details              Point Tree              Reference Pin 

      Spp  Diam Azm  Dist TagNo.     Spp  Diam Azm  Dist     Azm  Dist 

      YC   53.0  72  9.50     70     HM   38.7 339  3.19           . 

  

      Straight line brg. & dist to IPC 

      Azimuth   Distance to       Declination 

                Integrated Plot   Used          Scale 

        130      120              22.0         1cm= 10m 

  

      G.P.S. Tie Point                    G.P.S. Access Point Location 

      File ID  UTM Northing Easting Elev  File ID   Northing Easting Elev 

      S082923A     5825237  593119   479  S083015B  5824948  593281  1400 

  

  

       Offset G.P.S. Location 

      Access pt Location    Azim  Distance 

                                     . 

  

                  Compass Card Comments 

  

                  <no comments> 
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 CL Header Card – Card Type 3 
  

  

 

                      CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                    2001/10/23 

                         CLUSTER LAYOUT (CL)                         14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  Plot 

       ID  Sample Type 

      CMI6  0044  MO1 

  

      Offset Integrated Plot Pin   Offset G.P.S. Location 

          Azimuth  Distance          Azimuth  Distance      Aux Plot Spacing 

              0        .               219      16.30              . m 

  

      G.P.S. Integrated Plot Center 

      File ID  UTM Northing Easting Elev 

      S082922B  9  5825182  593210   487 

  

  

                  Cluster Layout Comments 

  

                  <no comments> 
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 Tree Printouts TD,TL and Site Tree data  - Cards 8, 9 
Page 1 of 5, example 
 

 

  

                      CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                    2001/10/23 

                           TREE DETAILS (TD)                         14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  P Plot 

       ID  Sample L Type  Measure Date 

      CMI6 0044   I MO1   2001 AUG 30 

                                               Azimuth 

       BAF    PRFc Diopter OR Radius   Plot    Bdry/Splt 

        .    .       .        11.28  FULL NORM 

  

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 34 1 - BA  L S  12.7M  --   6.2M I 04 1 1 2 1 0 --           4   2.37 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Q 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      NX /       /    SCA   0.4   0.6 1 FRK   5.0   0.0 1        .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 35 1 - BA  L S  11.1M  --   6.6M S 03 1 1 1 1 0 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Q 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      U  /       /    FRK   6.2   0.0 1        .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 36 1 - CW  L S  18.0M  89   8.0E I 03 1 1 2 2 0 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Q 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      U  /       /    SCA   0.2   1.6 1        .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

Date Printed 
Software Version 

Survey Date 

 

Veteran column - = normal V = veteran 

   Sector Number 

Tree tag number 
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 Page 2 of 5, example  
  
  

                      CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                    2001/10/23 

                           TREE DETAILS (TD)                         14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  P Plot 

       ID  Sample L Type  Measure Date 

      CMI6 0044   I MO1   2001 AUG 30 

                                               Azimuth 

       BAF    PRFc Diopter OR Radius   Plot    Bdry/Splt 

        .    .       .        11.28  FULL NORM 

  

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 37 1 - HW  L S  44.6M  --  24.5M C 04 1 1 1 1 0 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          U 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      O  /       /           .     .           .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 38 1 - BA  D S  19.9M  00   2.1M - -- 8 7 5 6 0 --   19           . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Y  2 15 N 99 00 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      U  /SO     /           .     .           .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 39 1 - YC  L S  64.2M  --  24.8M C 09 1 1 2 2 1 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Y 99 99 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      U  /       /    SCA   0.0   0.7 1        .     .           .     . 

  

SITE  Bore     S Brk Bor Msr Ofcb Growth(mm) -Prorate-- Dir Tot Phy S Bore 

TREE  Diam Len H Thk Ht. Cde Ht.a 5y 10y 20y LENcm Ocnt Age Age Age A Ht.A 

 SO   78.5 24.8Y      .3 CRC       5  9   21  42.3 289              Y  283 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Page 3 of 5, example  
 

  

  

                      CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                    2001/10/23 

                           TREE DETAILS (TD)                         14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  P Plot 

       ID  Sample L Type  Measure Date 

      CMI6 0044   I MO1   2001 AUG 30 

                                               Azimuth 

       BAF    PRFc Diopter OR Radius   Plot    Bdry/Splt 

        .    .       .        11.28  FULL NORM 

  

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 40 1 - YC  L S  27.4M  --  11.5M C 05 1 1 2 2 0 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          U 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      NGC/       /    AFC   0.1   2.4 1 SCA   0.0   0.5 2        .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 41 3 - HW  D S  31.8M  54   8.8M - -- 6 5 5 5 0 --   20           . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Y  9 61 N 99 00 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      DDF/SO     /    DDF   0.7   2.8 3        .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 42 3 - HW  L S  77.0M  --  26.4M C 08 1 1 1 1 0 --         110   2.85 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          X 12 98 Y 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      NGC/       /    AFC   0.8   3.2 1 FRK  12.1   0.0 1        .     . 

  

SITE  Bore     S Brk Bor Msr Ofcb Growth(mm) -Prorate-- Dir Tot Phy S Bore 

TREE  Diam Len H Thk Ht. Cde Ht.a 5y 10y 20y LENcm Ocnt Age Age Age A Ht.A 

 TL   90.5 26.4N     0.1 CRC       2  4   10  31.3 269              Y  255 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

Tree 42 is a Site Tree “T” and “L” 
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 Page 4 of 5, example  
  

  

                      CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                    2001/10/23 

                           TREE DETAILS (TD)                         14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  P Plot 

       ID  Sample L Type  Measure Date 

      CMI6 0044   I MO1   2001 AUG 30 

                                               Azimuth 

       BAF    PRFc Diopter OR Radius   Plot    Bdry/Splt 

        .    .       .        11.28  FULL NORM 

  

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 43 3 - HM  L S  47.3M  --  22.8M C 05 1 1 1 1 0 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          U 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      NGC/       /    AFC - 0.3   2.0 1        .     .           .     . 

  

SITE  Bore     S Brk Bor Msr Ofcb Growth(mm) -Prorate-- Dir Tot Phy S Bore 

TREE  Diam Len H Thk Ht. Cde Ht.a 5y 10y 20y LENcm Ocnt Age Age Age A Ht.A 

 S    47.3 22.8Y     1.3                        . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 44 3 - HM  L S  15.9M  --   8.2M S 04 1 1 1 1 0 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Q 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      U  /       /    SCA   0.3   2.9 5        .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 45 3 - XC  D S  22.1M  00   4.7M - -- 7 5 7 6 0 --   18           . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Y  5 47 N 99 00 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      U  /SO     /           .     .           .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Plot/Tree notes appear at 
end of tree listing (Plot) 

  

 Page 5 of 5, example (some pages omitted for brevity) 
   

  

  

                      CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                    2001/10/23 

                           TREE DETAILS (TD)                         14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  P Plot 

       ID  Sample L Type  Measure Date 

      CMI6 0044   I MO1   2001 AUG 30 

                                               Azimuth 

       BAF    PRFc Diopter OR Radius   Plot    Bdry/Splt 

        .    .       .        11.28  FULL NORM 

  

            L S      M REM  Tr  M Crwn Wildlife     Broken  Stem-Map 

Tr# S R Spp D F  Dbh E Brk% Len E C Ht A C B W L W  Diam Ht Azm  Dist 

 70 8 - BA  L S   8.1M  --   3.6M S 02 1 1 1 1 1 --                . 

  

          Log1/7  Log2/8  Log3/9  Log4/10 Log5/11 Log6/12 

          G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S G Ln %S 

          Q 99 -- 

  

      Damage Agents   Loss Indicators F                 F                 F 

      CDE Sev CDE Sev CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q CDE +From + To  Q 

      O  /       /           .     .           .     .           .     . 

      ------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

                  Comments 

  

                  NO DOM OR CODOM IN SECTORS 4,6,8 

                  TREE 52 3 CM ROT AFC LEN 7.3 

                  TREES 39 &40 Y GRADE DUE TO SPIRAL GRAIN 

                  #40 AFC LENGTHS 3.5M 

                  TREE#39 THE CORE LENGTH IS MORE THAN 1/2 

                  OF THE TREE DIAMETER, BUT WE STILL COULD 

                   NOT REACH THE PITH 

                  TREE # 52 - 3CM ROT AFC LEN 7.3 DEDUCT 
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No stumps on this plot 

 Small Tree and Stump Printout – Card TS 
Note: Site tree info is on Tree Printouts  
 
  

                       CHANGE MONITORING INVENTORY                   2001/10/23 

                       SMALL TREES AND STUMPS (TS)                   14:19:28 

                                                                     V 2001.a 

      Proj  Plot  Plot 

       ID  Sample Type  Measure Date 

      CMI6 0044   MO1   2001 AUG 30 

  

      Fixed Small Tree Plot         Fixed Stump Plot 

      Radius   Plot                 Radius   Plot 

       2.50  FULL NOR                2.50  FULL NORM 

 

      Small Live Tree (<4cm @ dbh)  Stumps >=4cm @ DIB and Length <= 1.3m 

  

          31cm-1.3m 1.3m <4cm dbh                           %  Wildlife  Wld RR 

      SPP   Tot        Tot             SPP FRQ DIBcm  Len  Snd Bark Wood Use SPP 

      BA     2          5                         .    .        0    0 

      YC     -          5           

      HM     4          1           
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                MOF VRI  

 *  OLD VRI  PLOT        *  DELETE VRI  PLOT 

 *  NEW VRI  PLOT        *  na 

 *  DATA TRANSFER       *  na 

 *  CONFI G              *  na 

 *  na                  *  QUI T 

                          

  

 

 

                          

   

 

          SELECT A PLOT SAMPLE 

     PROJ  SMPLE#  TYPE    PROJ - DATE 

     007      7    Q07   2000/ MAY/ 02 

     9        9    Q09   2000/ MAY/ 17 

     121      1    Q01   2000/ MAY/ 26 

 

  Ent er  = Del et e,    ESC/ DEL = Cancel  

                          

  

 

 

                          

   

 

Deleting a Plot Cluster Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
Plot clusters can be deleted one at a time.  This is done through the Delete selection in the Main 
Menu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Highlight the Project Plot Cluster to delete using the [ ][ ], then [ENTER]. 
 
You are asked for confirmation YES or NO before final 
deletion.  Once deleted a plot cluster 
sample cannot be revived. 
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XI. 
 
 
 
 
The PC program has the following functions: 
 

1. Transfer plot cluster data from handheld to PC. 
2. Transfer plot cluster data from PC to handheld. 
3. Transfer TIMVEG program from PC to handheld. 
4. Translate handheld format to Ministry of Forests and Range format.  Data will be given a 

date/time version stamp during the translation. 
5. Backup transferred data and store in PKZIP file format 
6. Print cluster plot field cards 
7. Ability to edit limited data - header and office plot data, such as:  

 Office check – Plot cluster record (card 1) 

 Corrected UTM (card 2) 

 Corrected UTM (card 3) 

 Office age, Prorate: len and count, phys age (card10) 

 Any of the notepads in both the header and plot cards. 
8. Batch edit check of entire NFI plot 

Note: 
 
A TIMVEG PC VRI/CMI manual is available detailing 
how to transfer, print, batch edit check, and translate 
the handheld VRI data. 
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EcoSoft 
VRI 

 Not using the [SPACEBAR] on the PC to select 
plots before starting transfer with the [ENTER] key 

 Poor connections between the serial port on the 
handheld and the PC – loose cable 

 Bad serial cable or loose wires in the connectors 

 Wrong type of serial cable (the cable needed is a “null 
modem” cable) 

 Wrong serial port being used on the PC 

 Serial port not working on the PC (bad port or conflict) 

 Kermit communications software not installed on 
either the PC or handheld 

MOF VRI 

+OLD VRI PLOT     +DELETE VRI PLOT 

+NEW VRI PLOT     + 

+CONFIG      + 

+       + 

+       +MAIN MENU 

 

VRI Timber Emphasis Plots 

 

D = DATA ENTRY 

T = TRANSFER 

Q = QUIT 

 

A. Transferring data and programs between the handheld and PC 
 
The transfer protocol used for communications depends on the handheld being used.  For the Husky it 
is HCOMM, for the HP Palmtop it is ZIP.COM.  Kermit is also a protocol that can be utilized. 
The most common problems preventing communications and a PC are: 

 
. 
 
 
You may want to check these  
items first when troubleshooting 
handheld to PC communications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1. Transferring Data from the handheld to the PC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transfer of data and programs is done from the Main Menu.  This menu appears after the handheld is 
rebooted or turned on.  When in 
the handheld program you must 
select MAIN MENU from the 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS AND 
RANGE CMI menu. 
 
 
 
 
STEPS 
 

1) Connect the serial cable 
between the handheld and 
PC.  

 
On the PC 
 

2) Start the PC program by 
typing CMIPC 
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Kermit-MS: V2.29C (Tektronix test)   10 Dec 87 
 

File name: EA293849.VRI 
Kbytes transferred:  0 
 

Receiving: In progress 
 
Number of packets: 9 
  Number of retries:   0 
              Last error: None 
         Last warning: Renaming file to EA293841.VRI 
 
X cancelsfile,  ^C cancels batch,  ^E quits protocol,  ^C quits,  Return retries 

These show that transfer is 
taking place 

3) Select TRANSFER 

4) Select handheld 

5) Select Get CMI plots 

6) Make sure the cable connection is secure, then press [ENTER] 
 
The next step involves starting the transfer on the handheld 
 
 
On the HANDHELD 
 

6) Select TRANSFER by pressing the “T” key. 
 

A server mode message appears on the display of the handheld 
 
The handheld now waits for you to press [ENTER] on the PC 
keyboard. 

 
 
On the PC 
 

7) Press [ENTER] on the PC keyboard to start the CMI plot selection transfer process 
 

On the PC a list of the CMI plots in the handheld appears. 
 

8) Select the Plot Clusters to transfer by: 
 
 
 Up or Down Arrow to move highlight between CMI Plots 
 Space key to tag or untag CMI plots 

 

9) ENTER to start transfer process 
 

During transfer the PC the screen (or similar depending on the protocol) is shown below: 
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When finished both the handheld and PC programs return to the menus. 
 
 
If the transfer process (Kermit) doesn‟t start you will have to exit both the PC and Handheld Kermit 
programs.  In some instances this might involve re-booting the computer(s). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Transferring updates and CMI plot data from PC to Handheld 
 
 
 
Transferring from the PC to the handheld involved similar steps as described in the previous section 
(A.). 
 
 
 
Steps 1 thru 3 are the same for any kind of transfer. 
The only difference after step 3 will take place on the PC. 
 
On the PC side select: 
1. Send CMI plot data (transfer CMI plot data to handheld or, 
2. Update CMI program – updates handheld program. 
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XII. 
 
 

NFI (CMI) 
 

A. How do you enter a site tree that is outside of the plot? 
 
On plot cards you would enter data for a tree in this situation on the TS card, but you wouldn‟t enter 
any of the basic tree information on the TD card.  
 
In the CMI TIMVEG handheld program you must enter the basic tree information in the Tree screen.  
Then create the tree as a site tree by using the [ESC] –GOTO menu.  Flag the Site Tree as a “X” – 
“Extra out of plot” code.  When the Site/Growth information screen appears the tree number 
should not be changed to a 99 series number as in the VRI TIMVEG program.  This tree will be 
coded appropriately to work with the provincial CMI database. 
 
To recap   Creating a site tree that is outside of the IPC prism plot and “IN” the .1HA IPC fixed radius 
plot: –  
 
1) Create the tree in the Tree screen 
2) Create this tree as a Site Tree via the GOTO menu. 
3) Flag the tree as a “X” Xtra out of plot code 
 
 

B. How do you enter a site tree that is not large enough to be tallied in the large tree 
plots? 

 
When a site tree is within the 5.64m radius plot and is 4cm and greater or within the 11.28m radius plot 
and is 9cm and greater it must have a tree tag. Occasionally a site tree may be the largest in a 
quadrant or the 5.64m radius plot and will NOT meet these limits (IE the largest tree in the 5.64m 
radius plot is 3.9cm dbh or the largest tree in a quadrant is 8.2cm, but is 6m from the plot center). 
When this occurs only certain information needs to be collected and TIMVEG needs a flag to show 
that a tree is not tallied as part of the tree plot, but is indeed still a site tree, and only site tree 
information is required.  Although this tree will not show up in the large tree plot, it should still be 
tagged in the field to aid in future re-measurements.  
 
The procedure for denoting a tree of this type of tree is : 
 

1) Create the tree in the tree screen 
2) Create this tree as a Site Tree via the GOTO Menu 
3) Select the Site Tree Menu the appropriate tree type. 
4) When the Site Tree Growth Screen appears the curser starts in the Tree Location area - Select 

NoTally from the Tree location Menu. 
    
 
 

C. Is there any way to Delete a tree? 
 
Yes,  You may have a tree for some reason that should not appear on the TD card (or in the handheld 
– the Tree screen). Using paper field cards you would normally draw a line through the tree to show 
that a mistake was made and go on from there.  A way to simulate this is available on the handheld.  
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There are two options for you if you want to delete a tree: 
 

1) Type over the measurements you have made on the mistaken tree with the measurements of 
the next tree (you cannot change the tree number easily though because the computer assigns 
numbers). 
 

2) Use the Delete menu selection found by pressing [F3] TOOL, then select DELETE TOGGLE. 
 
The delete toggle places a DEL in place of the tree number.  The tree number still exists, “underneath” 
the DEL.  If you want to “erase” the DEL and bring back the original tree number use the [F3] TOOL 
key and select DEL TOGGLE again. 
 
Note: Delete keeps the tree available on the field plot printout for verification and reference, but a 
DELeted tree will not be passed into the provincial CMI database. 
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Can you change the tree diameter of a site tree to reflect a diameter taken at a height more or 
less than 1.3 meters? 
 
There may be a situation where the dbh entered in the Tree screen will not be the same as the 
diameter in the Site Tree Screen, due to the different height where the tree was bored.  In this situation 
the boring diameter can be edited and so differ from the Tree Screen dbh. 
 
 
 
How can you quickly find a tree when it is in another sector? 
 
It is easy to find a tree tag number when the tree of interest is in the sector.  The procedure is 

1) When you are in the tree screen Press TOOLS [F3]. 
2) Select (2) FIND TREE NUM 
3) Type the tree number 

The tree appears in the tree screen edit window. 
 
Now, to find a tree in another sector you must [ESC]ape the sector you are in (bypass the edit checks 
if you want), then go into the target sector and do a FIND using the same sequence using the same 
sequence as described above.  The reason TIMVEG does not allow to jump between sectors during a 
find is to ensure that validation is done and to reduce chance of getting lost in between the sectors. 
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XIII. 

A. Transferring and Communication Problems between handheld and PC 
 
See information box in Section A – Transferring data and programs between handheld and PC on 
page 103. 
 
 
 

B. Printing 
 
A) From handheld to printer 

The following items should be checked: 
1) the correct serial printer cable is being used. 
2) the printer cable may be faulty. 
3) The connection to the handheld or printer may be loose. 
4) Does your printer support DOS programs?  Some printers only support MS Windows. 
5) The printer needs to be set to Epson emulation 

 
6) The following settings must match between the handheld and the printer: 

 Baud rate: 9600 
 X/ON X/OFF 
 Parity = None 
 Stop Bit = 1 
 Word Length = 8 
 Protocol = XON 

 
7) The printer needs to be turned on. 
8) Plug in the handheld to power 
9) Sometimes the serial port on a handheld can get confused.  You can try to reset the serial 

port by rebooting or resetting the handheld.  See your handheld manual for instructions in 
how to reboot. 

 
B) From PC program 

1) Ensure that your printer can support DOS programs and do IBM proprinter emulation. 
Many of the lower end printer models sold today only print from MS Windows programs and 
do not support DOS programs.  Most HP laser office printers will print from DOS programs. 

 

C. Need help with figuring out a procedure for entering data into the handheld 
program? 

 
There are two things we can suggest: 
 

1) See if your question is answered in Section VIII – Important Questions “How do I…” on page 
107. 

2) Look up a word or phrase related to your question in the Index at the end of this manual. 
 

If all else fails you can call either the responsible support representative with the 
Ministry of Forests or call D.R. systems toll free at (888) 565-7819.
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XIV. 
 
 
 
% sound value .................................................................................................................................... 64 
BAF calculator..................................................................................................................................... 59 
Bark % remaining calculator ................................................................................................................ 63 
bark, remaining bark% calculator ........................................................................................................ 63 
Broken top 

creating a dash code ....................................................................................................................... 45 
broken top and wildlife screen ............................................................................................................. 44 
Butt Rot Guide table ............................................................................................................................ 20 

from the deduction calculator ........................................................................................................... 66 
via the [F3] Tools key ...................................................................................................................... 39 

Calculation 
BAF and Leading Species ............................................................................................................... 59 

calculation aids, overview ................................................................................................................... 20 
calculation tools 

on the Tree Screen .......................................................................................................................... 35 
calculator 

bark remaining % determination ...................................................................................................... 63 
tree height determination ................................................................................................................. 62 

Calculator 
net factor deductions ....................................................................................................................... 64 
Slope Calculator .............................................................................................................................. 74 

calculators and tools 
detailed explanation of each ............................................................................................................ 61 

canned notes ...................................................................................................................................... 22 
Canned notes 

creating ........................................................................................................................................... 78 
Cruise header card screens (CH, CP, CL) .......................................................................................... 28 
cursor - jumping maually 

in tree screen ................................................................................................................................... 36 
Cursor jump keys 

in the Tree Screen ........................................................................................................................... 33 
cursor jump order 

how to program the cursor jump order ............................................................................................. 79 
Cursor jump order 

in the Tree Screen ........................................................................................................................... 36 
Cursor Jump Order ............................................................................................................................. 23 
Cursor jumping 

between screens ............................................................................................................................. 16 
Field Entry Order ............................................................................................................................. 16 

damage codes .................................................................................................................................... 41 
deduction and %sound value .............................................................................................................. 64 
delete a tree 

discussion ..................................................................................................................................... 107 
Delete a tree ....................................................................................................................................... 24 

detailed explanation....................................................................................................................... 108 
in the Tree Screen ........................................................................................................................... 36 

diameter 
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disturbance field in CH Header card .................................................................................................... 29 
Edit checking ...................................................................................................................................... 16 
Find a tree quickly ............................................................................................................................... 23 
Find a tree tag number ........................................................................................................................ 24 
find tree 

tag number when in stem map screen ............................................................................................. 46 
Find Tree Tag number ........................................................................................................................ 39 
finding trees 

moving between trees quickly in Tree Screen .................................................................................. 36 
GOTO menu 

how to move quickly between screens............................................................................................. 39 
Grades 

entering log grades .......................................................................................................................... 42 
ground photos 

entering in CH Header Screen ......................................................................................................... 29 
Header card screens ........................................................................................................................... 28 
Help 

quick key help - general description ................................................................................................. 19 
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types of ............................................................................................................................................ 18 

HELP 
wildlife and broken top codes .......................................................................................................... 44 

Help - quick keys 
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Help for damage, grades, and loss indicator codes ............................................................................. 43 
Help for wildlife and species codes 
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horizontal distance calculation 

in stem map screen ......................................................................................................................... 46 
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Husky FS2 Keyboard .......................................................................................................................... 10 
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installing TIMVEG 
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JUMP key ........................................................................................................................................... 23 
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Leading Species calculation ................................................................................................................ 59 
leading species site tree tool ............................................................................................................... 59 
Leading tree 

creating ........................................................................................................................................... 54 
log grades ........................................................................................................................................... 41 
log height indicator 

total log height to total tree length .................................................................................................... 42 
loss indicators ..................................................................................................................................... 41 
Menu diagram ..................................................................................................................................... 14 
negative values 

creating in loss indicators ................................................................................................................ 42 
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Negative values 
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creating canned notes ..................................................................................................................... 76 
Notepads - how to use 

detailed description.......................................................................................................................... 76 
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Quick key help 
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Site tree 
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tools 
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Site Tree 
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